
Introduction – Why did God create man? 

Father Anthony’s Message 

 

I have seen father Anthony many times in vision’s 
since I was a student in secondary school. He is 
the most and first of the saints I have seen, he 
has so great glory, tall, white in complexion, with 
light brown eyes that are emitting light. He was 
the one who dressed me three crosses in his first 
vision, and was always encouraging me to strive 
through the difficult way, and strive to keep my 
body and heart pure. During my stay in California, 
in the house I stayed at for a whole year not 
stepping out of it, I saw a vision, as if my spirit 
exited, and saw my self in a desert, and this great 
saint was coming towards me, and he started to 
explain to me why God created man. It was not 
one vision but several and God gave me the memory to remember every word, 
and I wrote down every word as per God’s instruction soon to make sure I finish it 
before the time comes for me to go to my Lord. And this is my wish and desire 
that I have been crying out to God about for the last ten years. Since the time I 
saw God and was fully captivated by him and I refuse strongly to exist and stay in 
this mortal world, so many times God showed me that it is like a hospital for 
mentally ill people, and that all people are mentally ill. For as long as man does 
not live for the goal that God created us for, he is living without a goal, as if 
walking in a way that leads to a volcano or even if leading to nothing. There is an 
eternal life non ending, and we are here in this life for seconds [comparatively]. 
So how is it that we are mindless as we are not even asking or striving and this is 
all what father Anthony discussed with me. He told me my son, the love of my 
heart, and happily hugged me strongly, and kissed me on the face and smiled and 
started talking to me and said:             
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 God created man to generously delight him with Compassionate love, and 
to please him the utmost pleasure from his love and give him continuous 
enjoyment of Himself, and to share with him his nature which is love and 
generousness. And that complements God’s happiness and content, as 
God’s nature is to love and generously give and that complements his 
enjoyment and satisfaction. From this we can understand the verse “God is 
love” (1John 4:8) like a father in a verry poor family, travelled to a far country 
and got rich, and did not find enough enjoyment with the beauty of the 
nature and the rich life all by himself, so he sent out to get his family to live 
with him and this complemented his enjoyment. He found Happiness in 
giving all what he has to his family.  “Blessed be the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ … as He chose us in Him before the foundation of the 
world … having predestined us to adoption as sons  by Jesus Christ to 
Himself, according to the good pleasure of His will” (Ephesians 1:3-5)  

 For this goal that God created us for to be fulfilled, it was necessary for God 
to make man a part of Him, for man to feel God to the utmost degree, and 
sense the sensations of God, and to satiated by God to the fullest degree of 
satiety. God saw that the only means to achieve that goal, not just to grant 
man part of His spirit, as he did with the angels, but rather to make man 
part of Himself  like an organ in the body, as it is written “For we are 
members of His body, of His flesh and of His bones” (Ephesians 5:30) also 
written “I am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in 
him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing” (John 15:5)  

 It is known that the branch is one with the vine it is actually the vine, one 
entity and not two, as we can never call the branch a separate entity nor an 
entity affixed to the vine. The branch and the vine  are one entity as the 
branch is an extension from the vine so it is literally it is from it and one 
with it. Like an organ in the body cannot be called a separate entity nor an 
entity affixed to the body, but the organ and the body are one entity and 
the organ is from the body, it is an extension from it or a protrusion from 
it, like a sun ray is not a separate entity from the sun but rather an 
extension of the range of the sun. 

 The biggest proof of this is the prayer of Christ as an ideal man praying to 
the Lord he said “that they may be one just as We are one” (John 17:22)  
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 And as Christ is one in God the Father since eternity, and they are one 
entity, so he prayed, asked, wished and sought for us also to be one in God 
the Father, to be one entity like Christ the apparent son in the body Him 
and God the Father are one as likened to a branch in the vine.   

 Of course, it is not possible for a man born in weakness to become totally 
equal to Christ. For Christ is God apparent in the flesh (body), but God 
wants us to reach to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, in 
the image He appeared weak and in our likeness in everything, and this is 
what was meant by “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our 
likeness” (Genesis 1:26) for every man to become in the image and in the 
likeness of God partakers of the divine nature. 

 God sought for us to know this truth and this goal which has created us for. 
Which is to become organs (members) in Him and as a result and image of 
Him and even in His likeness.  In His likeness of his nature and in the image 
of His son to become one entity like Christ and God are one entity. As he 
showed us Himself being the ideal role model for the son of God. He 
showed us that while we are still in our earthy bodies, we can become one 
in God, when we become organs in Him, like Christ when he was in our 
earthly nature and weak flesh, was one entity with God the Father. We can 
become one entity with God while still in our body, if we become 
completely in the spirit. That is if we become absent to our animalistic 
body, and crucify our old man, and the external man dies and perishes 
completely. At which point Christ will resurrect in us and we will live the 
bible verse “it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me” (Galatians 2:20) 
became apparent in me. 

 God did not create man for man’s heart to be filled by a man. But created 
man’s heart as an unlimited gap (void) for He Himself [the unlimited] to 
dwell in it, and for man to love Him with all his heart and all his mind. But 
the first man refused that God would be his head and refused that He 
would be his god, because he refused to obey Him and take orders from 
Him. Adam refused that God would be his source of satiety and the satiety 
of his heart and that is why he became tired and of need for a helper. 

 When he obeyed Eve, when she just signaled to him, at that point he chose 
Eve to be his head, and chose a different vine other than God to be part of 
and at home with and for her to be his source of life. Now God’s goal is for 
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us to free ourselves from this vine [that God likened to the slavery that the 
people of Israel were born into] and return to become organs [members] in 
God the real vine [which God likened to the land of Canaan]. In the whole 
bible there is no other goal but this goal, how to be freed from the foreign 
vine and slavery that we are at home with, and which God did not create us 
to be in, how to strive and be absent from our body so as to be at home 
with God the real vine. 

 Who appreciated the value of this matter, which is to become an organ in 
God, and one in Him for eternity, everything to him will be worthless and 
will say with the saints “For Your sake we are killed all day long” (Romans 8:36)  
As for those that do not strive to reach that goal, whether he does not 
understand the goal or does not appreciate the value of existing as an 
organ and a part of God till eternity, in both cases, there is no excuse, and 
there is even no excuse to whoever was unable to reach the goal. 

 God asserted for us the goal when he said “that they may be one just as 
We are one” (John 17:22) In the same manner that Christ was in a body like a 
man and at the same time He was one with the Lord. And God needs us 
also to be likewise one with Him. Christ came to be the role model son of 
God to teach how to all become sons of God while we are in this earthly 
body [from dust] that is weak and carnal flesh. Also asserted when he said 
“may be able to comprehend with all the saints what is the width and 
length and depth and height, to know the love of Christ which passes 
knowledge; that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.” (Ephesians 

3:18-19) This is meaning of the son of God that was the image Christ came to 
portray. It is not a title nor a different entity nor for any different purpose. 
The primary purpose for the incarnation was the same purpose of creation 
of man. Adam was supposed to become the son of God in His image and 
likeness for the son resembles his father. When Adam refused to know and 
understand and walk, he lost the image, which made God take on the 
image of man to show us by Himself, the true strive in a practical way, and 
as an ideal example in all the steps lived practically and clearly, so as to 
follow His steps as it is written “being put to death in the flesh but made 
alive by the Spirit” (1Peter 3:18) “leaving us an example, that you should 
follow His steps” (1Peter 2:21) That was the target and purpose of Christ 
coming and being born and growing as a little boy, then striving for thirty 
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years, and of these things had anything to do with salvation. Salvation 
required a man like us but grown up and filled with the spirit like Jesus was 
before crucifixion. Jesus was striving for His salvation, His growth is 
spirituality and in wisdom “And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and 
in favor with God and men.” (Luke 2:52) If the purpose of the incarnation is 
just salvation Christ would have showed up as a grown man and stayed for 
only a few days or at most few months and completed the salvation. When 
the bible says “He who says he abides in Him ought himself also to walk just 
as He walked.” (1John 2:6) the bible obviously, did not mean how he walked 
as a god, did not mean to die for the people, nor lift the souls from hades. 
But what it really meant is to walk as he walked in His lawful (according to 
preset rules) strive as a man, that is the striving that would free us from 
slavery, and it is the work that any man can do. For this Jesus strived as a 
man to teach us the way and to be the role model, the teacher and the 
way. Meaning the striving of Jesus is the only way to lead us to the goal.  It 
Leads to pass the first stage which is being freed from slavery, it is written 
“For no other foundation can anyone lay than that which is laid, which is 
Jesus Christ.” (1Corinthians 3:11) That is to say that the striving of Christ is the 
only striving that will allow the freeing of every man born into slavery, so as 
to allow him to continue pursuing the goal.  

 Many have lived and died and where never aware of the real and primary 
purpose of the incarnation and God asserted this in saying “I have come 
that they may have life, and that they may have it more abundantly” (John 
10:10)  

 This does not mean will become gods but rather organs (members) in the 
only god. It is written “I said You are gods” (Psalms 82:6 & John 10:34) Christ 
asserted this to the Jews when they accused him saying while you are a 
man you make yourself a god, that when he told them that it is written in 
your law that I said you are gods, meaning the law called the people that 
the word of God came down to gods.  

 Because God is a spirit, we have to become in the spirit. Whoever want to 
reach the goal, which is to become an organ in God and one in Him has to 
be in the spirit. What fellowship has the spirit with the body? And light with 
darkness? God wants us to be one with Him and He is a spirit so we also 
have to be hundred percent in the spirit, to be able to become one spirit 
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with Him. As it is written “But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit with 
Him” (1Corinthians 6:17) and this what Christ asserted in his words with the 
Samaritan women when he said to her “God is Spirit, and those who 
worship Him must worship in spirit and truth” (John 4:24) “the true 
worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth; for the Father is 
seeking such to worship Him.” (John 4:23) and saint Paul says “whom I serve 
with my spirit” (Romans 1:9) as he is confirming that we cannot worship God 
with the body, as the body is like the dead seed which can never connect 
with water its source of life while unburied, but once buried [old man dies 
completely to the world] water starts gifting the seed the intermediary 
which is the stalk root the only way for the seed to connect to the water its 
source of life. Similarly, when we die to the world that is to be baptized as a 
real life by burial and death to the things of the world and crucify the world. 
When God find us honest in our refusal to obey our old desires, which 
means refusing to continue to worship our bodies and the world, God will 
grant us His spirit, which is like the stalk root which is the only way for us to 
connect to God the spirit.  

 By this we understand Christ words with the Samaritan women “God is 
Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth” (John 

4:24) Because in the body we cannot worship Him as we cannot feel Him or 
love Him. 

 For this the bible confirmed “So then, those who are in the flesh [body] 
cannot please God.” (Romans 8:8) For they still have another source of life 
other than God, and they don’t live by the spirit of God and God is not the 
head for them. In other words, they don’t worship God in spirit and truth. 
Also written “For if you live according to the flesh you will die; but if by the 
Spirit you put to death the deeds of the body, you will live.” (Romans 8:13) 
With the spirit of God and His work in us, and his grant to us, like the water 
grants the seed the stalk root when buried. With this spirit that God grant 
us we will live. “if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds of the body, you 
will live.” (Romans 8:13) meaning we will live in Him. With the spirit we can 
feel God and love Him. God did not say “Because narrow is the gate and 
difficult is the way” (Matthew 7:14) to lift (forgive) sins, because redemption 
of sins does not require striving because it is a gift from God given to those 
who ask. And this was what Christ was doing when he found people that 
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where ready and that truly wanted him, he told them “Your sins are 
forgiven.” He was lifting the sins of people even if they were not walking 
the difficult way or even started. Even those who will not walk the way, or 
even go through the narrow gate, according to God’s foreknowledge, like 
the thief on the right cross God forgave them and lifted their sins free. 
Redemption of sins does not need suffering nor struggling nor crucifying 
the body nor dying to the world nor sacrifice nor selling all you have. The 
verse actually says “Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way 
which leads to life, and there are few who find it” (Matthew 7:14) God meant 
life in Him and that these are the conditions for membership in Him. There 
are two categories of who will enter heaven: 

 First category, are those who their target was heaven the place itself, which 
basically to them means escaping hell. That is not for the love of God but 
rather the love of themselves. As they do not want to forsake or sacrifice 
anything for the sake of God neither do they want to die and be crucified 
with Him, and they did not leave and sell their belongings. For this Many 
focus on the thief on the right cross and say “look … he entered in the last 
minute” which clearly shows that their target is the place not God Himself. 
For these people they will not be interested in the life of Jesus and all His 
teachings and warnings. The first of which “Because narrow is the gate and 
difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it” 
(Matthew 7:14) Here God was not taking about conditions to enter Heaved but 
rather the conditions for the membership in Him [to be organs in Him]. 
They not only neglected Jesus’s life and teachings but also saint Paul who 
was a living bible himself lived what he taught, and was led [by the Holy 
spirit] to write in the bible. The narrow gate, the difficult way, circumcision 
as a life, burial and death which is baptism as a life. For this the right cross 
thief became their role model instead of looking at John the Baptist who 
lived a life of complete death to the body and the world, and they ignored 
all who lived similar lives like Daniel the prophet and the three young men, 
and all the saints throughout the ages that their biographies were 
documented. It is obvious they would only pick the right cross thief and 
drop all the saints because their target is to escape hell, and not the person 
of God Himself. 
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 The second category are the ones who achieved the goal and became in the 
image of God and in His likeness. That is because they knew the goal, and 
more importantly they appreciated the goal. This category are the ones 
who truly loved God, for this they sacrificed, sold all, and suffered to 
become organs [members] in Him. 

 It is also written “But you have not so learned Christ, if indeed you have 
heard Him and have been taught by Him, as the truth is in Jesus: that you 
put off, concerning your former conduct, the old man which grows 
corrupt according to the deceitful lusts, and be renewed in the spirit of 
your mind, and that you put on the new man which was created according 
to God, in true righteousness and holiness.” (Ephesians 4:20-24)   

 You must have walked in the truth and by the truth which is the life of Jesus 
Christ Himself, who is the way, and the role model for the ideal legal 
(according to the rules) striving. Which will enable us to reach the goal 
about which was written “being put to death in the flesh {body}” (1Peter 3:18) 
“leaving us an example, that you should follow His steps.” (1Peter 2:21) When 
we die in the likeness of the death of Christ, and the old man dies like the 
seed dies and is buried, the spirit of God will rise in us like the stalk root 
rose in the seed, with which begins the continuous connection with the 
source of life. And this what the bible meant by “be renewed in the spirit of 
your mind” and that is the new man and the spirit that will grow day by 
day. 

 Like an organ in a body is not a different entity, but the organ and the body 
are one entity not two. That is what God sought for us to understand and 
be aware of, as he wants us to be one with Him in the same manner that 
Christ while on earth was one with Him. He asserted that to the Jews when 
He told them “I and My Father are one” (John 10:30) meaning one entity, and 
will only happen when we become in the spirit hundred percent. 

 As long as we believe that Christ and God the Father are one God we must 
also {believe} and be sure that God called us and wanted, willed, and 
desired, and His only goal was that we become one in Him as Christ was 
one in God the Father they are not two entities, and thus he does not want 
us and Him to be two entities.        

 That will be only when we are in the spirit, and to be in the spirit you must 
have first buried your body and it died. That is the reason God taught us to 
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die to our body and be absent from it, so as to be at home in God, and to 
continue to die in the likeness of the death of Christ until our outer man 
perches, and the spirit of God rises in us, to start feeling God and be able to 
truly love Him. And continue to be filled form the spirit of God to reach to 
the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ. “But he who is joined to 
the Lord is one spirit with Him.” (John 10:30) If we don’t become in spirit how 
then can we be at home in God to become one with Him the spirit, and 
become one entity? So, to become in the spirit that will require us to strive 
to the extent of bloodshed. 

 God made man like a vessel that is prepared for the Spirit of God to dwell in 
it. ”For you are the temple of the living God. As God has said: "I will dwell in 
them"” (2Corinthians 6:16) Meaning that every soul is prepared to be an 
temple exclusive for the dwelling of the spirit of God, and to become an 
organ in Him like a branch in the vine. As it is written “Shall I then take the 
members of Christ and make them members of a harlot?” (1Corinthians 6:15) 

for this the first commandment is “You shall love the Lord your God with all 
your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind” (Matthew 22:37)   

 The angel is an entity filled from the spirit of God, but is not prepared to be 
an organ in God, he is not in Him but outside. The angel is a spirit that God 
created like a cinder of fire, and only has a mind, which is very different 
from the nature of man, for man is a soul that has a spirit but not like any 
spirit in any other creature. 

 A spirit prepared to be a real part of the entity of God Himself, and to 
become one in Him, and that if the spirit of man is filled by the spirit of 
God. …….  God put this soul inside an earthly entity which is the body. This 
spirit is from the same nature of the spirit of God, as He blew it out of His 
guts when He blew into the dust [the earthly body]. The purpose of God of 
all this is to make man a part of Himself, and for this to be achieved man 
has to know the conditions necessary to connect to God, and to be filled 
with Him so as to be become one spirit in Him, like the branch in the vine. 
So as to complement the happiness of God, because God’s nature  is that 
he finds satiety and happiness when He generously gives, and also, finds 
happiness and joy when He sees the creature He gave is in happiness. 
Again, this creature, man is prepared to be a part of Him like an organ 
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(member) in the body. That is why he called us members of his body, and a 
branch in the vine also.  When this creature [man] is satiated from God and 
is completely filled from Him, will become a perfect man that reached to 
the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ. Man becomes in 
complete happiness and so does God Himself because man has become 
one in Him.    

 God firstly, became in perfect and complete happiness because he gave a 
creature. Secondly, the happiness of God is complemented by granting a 
creature and made him part of Himself. 

 God from eternity was finding happiness in giving angles from his 
happiness. But He wanted even more comfort and happiness, and so He 
created man to be a part of Him. As if He is cutting parts of Himself and 
making each part a complete entity and wanted that entity to be in His 
image. God wanted all along to give not to take anything for his perfect and 
complete. God’s real happiness is in giving, but when He gives the creature 
He created to be part of Him, His happiness is even more and beyond as He 
Himself is satiated because it is part of Him that is happy because of His 
grant to this part, and that is perfect and complete Happiness. God said 
“And my delight was with the sons of men” (Proverbs 8:31)  That is only 
feasible when man becomes a part of God as a result of being filled Him 
which in turn is a result of being connected to Him. That is the purpose for 
which God made the soul’s heart and mind as unlimited gaps (voids) so that 
when the soul connects to God it starts to get filled from Him, As God 
wanted to dwell in the soul to achieve His goal. So, the blow that God blew 
from His spirit, was meant to serve as a temple in which to dwell, and by 
this man became a house and a temple for God. But the temple that is the 
blow that cam out of God spirit [and placed in the body] was like an empty 
temple that needs to be filled by God the spirit, as that temple is from the 
same nature as God  which is a spirit. The nature of the spirit of God is that 
it is eternal and also unlimited cannot be confined by the whole universe, 
and obviously cannot be confined in a limited being like the body of man, 
and So God made his temple in the soul from the mind and heart as 
unlimited voids [gaps] so as to accommodate God the unlimited. For man 
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to be completely filled from God the unlimited, and the bible means this 
word “filled” to its fullest and most deep meaning. 

 God devised it that way, so that when man strives and connects to God the 
temple of his spirit is filled from the spirit of God, and thus starts to exist 
and to be born in the spirit of God, and with this great wisdom man 
deserves to be called the son of God. For he was born from God in spirit 
and became in His image and in His likeness and has the same nature. And 
that is natural as an organ is from the same nature as the whole body, 
similarly when man is filled by the spirit of God from that point forward, 
he will live no longer with his old nature, but with the nature of the spirit 
of God that he is filled with. People will no longer see his old nature, 
which was the fruits of the body, but will see the fruits of the spirit, 
meaning they will see the nature of God Himself. Which is love, 
happiness, peace, and gentleness, and this what the word of God meant 
in saying that those in Christ are a new creation and the old things have 
passed away and all things have become new. (2Corinthians 5:17) For God 
created us to become in His image and likeness, and that would be a 
natural outcome when man is filled by the spirit of God, as he will no 
longer live with his old nature but                                                                         
his nature will become the nature of God Himself    

 Man filled with the spirit of God, has anew nature which is the nature of 
the spirit of God in him and the fruits of the spirit of God becomes 
apparent in him. it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me I turned 
into his image when I denied myself all this is by striving with free and 
honest will to continuously connect to God in prayer. The angle does not 
feel God like the saints who have been filled by God, and became organs in 
Him and a part of Him that is the utmost possible way to feel God as if you 
are feeling yourself as you are one in Him. By this God showed His love, by 
his generous grant that is unmatched and priceless, He gave Himself, gave 
from his entity to another entity, and that other entity was nothing and 
nonexistent previously. And with God amazing love wanted to make the 
nothing the worthless a part of Him and a partner in the divine nature as if 
he becomes another god, and that miniaturized god is an exact image and 
in the likeness of the great god [God]. Imagine a man that cut parts of his 
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flesh into small pieces and to make every piece a son or daughter of himself 
[he is giving his flesh part of himself not even giving all what he has but 
beyond] and gave every piece a mind and heart so as to make each piece a 
complete entity so as to become with the same nature as Himself and a 
part of His entity.      

 If the gaps (void) in the mind and Heart are not filled with God, the man will 
become very hungry, and this is the reason of the deviation of people who 
are not filled by God. They seek endlessly and mindlessly to satiate the 
hunger they have, and God described that state as burning with passion. 
“but if they cannot exercise self-control, let them marry. For it is better to 
marry than to burn with passion” (1Corinthians 7:9) This state of complete 
hunger that man is in is endless, as the gaps are unlimited, and were 
intended that way by God to allow for God the unlimited to dwell in them. 
For this Solomon sought the satiety and to fill the gaps by marrying a 
thousand wives, unaware of the reason of the endless hunger he has, and 
did not ask God how to overcome this state, and so he continued as a man 
running after a mirage. Until, he finally discovered that everything is vanity 
like someone grasping for the wind, like a dream or mirage or illusion. He 
discovered he wasted tens of years of his live in vain for not knowing the 
goal, and the way to real life, which is the true and real satiety. He even 
ended up worshiping the gods of the gentiles [Milcom and Ashtoreth] that 
are devils dwelling stones. 

 According to the absolute wisdom of God, He could not have made man 
and organ in Him from the beginning. Man should have the chance to 
choose with free will and to even strive hard to be eligible and to have the 
merit to become part in God and to be deserving of that un describable 
honor. For this it was necessary for God to put him in a temporary temple 
that would serve as a temporary source of life, and that is the earthly body. 
In the earthly body man has the chance to decide whether to accept to be 
at home in God and for God to be his source of life, or to remain at home in 
the earthly body and for it to be his life. Adam should have known that this 
earthly body will eventually vanish, and that it is a temporary entity for the 
time on earth which serves as a test. God Blew (breathed) in the dust and a 
part of His spirit became in the dust, and He worked on it. All this to enable 
man if he chose to be in God and to be at home in Him like an organ in a 
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body, at which time, he will gradually lessen his dependency on the body 
as food and a source of life while connecting with God and is being filled 
from Him and is being satiated by Him and then God starts to become his 
source of life. And by fulfilling the will of God, God becomes his head and 
mind and by that he becomes an organ (member) in God and a temple 
that God dwells in. All That if man strived hard to reach that goal, because 
to reach the goal is conditional on the striving of man which in turn is 
conditional and dependent on the will of man to be filled by God and to be 
at home in Him and an organ and a part of Him or to remain to live and 
move by the body and at home in it.    

 The temple of the spirit of God  in man is what is being filled with the spirit 
of God. When God created Adam, he was an empty vessel, but clean and 
pure ready to be filled by the spirit of God, for that temple is from the same 
nature as God. And according to Gods’ plan when man connects to God 
man starts to be filled with the spirit of God like a vessel very close to a 
source of water that by being in contact with the flowing water will be 
filled. Similarly, if Adam would have connected with God he would have 
been filled by God and would have started to be satiated from God. 
Whoever connects with God and fulfills His will and refuses to fulfill his own 
personal will, in doing so he is obeying God and accepted that God would 
be his mind and refused that his self would be his mind, this way he will 
become an organ in God, for God has become his mind as he obeyed Him 
and fulfilled His will and followed his orders and refused orders from his 
[self]. And when starting being satiated from God, he starts to decreasing 
the satiety from the body and the depending on it as a source of life, For 
God is increasingly becoming the source of life gradually until it becomes 
the only source of life and his nature becomes as the nature of God. By this 
the goal of God is achieved as man gets to feel God in the utmost way 
possible and can enjoy the love of God ultimately with happiness and 
satiety to the highest degree. Asa result of being filled by the spirit of God 
man will be in the image and likeness of God a miniatured image of the 
god. “I said, "You are gods” (Psalms 82:6) “you may be partakers of the divine 
nature” (2Peter 1:4) at which point we will be “to the measure of the stature 
of the fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:13) who is God Himself the incarnated 
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God that came to show us the image of the ideal perfect man that is fully 
filled by God which is the image God desires everyone to be in. 

 As long as man will become a part of God, God will become his source of 
life, like any organ in a body cannot live by itself but the body is its only 
source of life and the source of all satiety, like the branch in the vine does 
not anything outside the vine. That body also has the brain and mind to 
drive this organ, similar to the human body that supplies and delivers 
nutrition to every organ to the body and the brain is in control of every 
organ it is the brain signals (orders) to the organ that moves it the way the 
brain wishes. This is the way saints have become when they became organs 
in God. Saint Anna Simon God said about her that she did not allow her 
mind ever to separate from God for even a second, like a man cannot stop 
breathing or else he dies. The saint Mariam the Copt when she was 
narrating her story to father Zosima, every now and then she would stop 
talking, and raise from the ground and would be praying for long hours, as 
she have become an organ in God, and cannot be away from Him, even for 
a few minutes, or else will separate and die, for she is an organ of His and 
He is her source of life like breathing is to man. She even told father 
Zosima, sorry father I cannot stop talking to God. God has become the 
head for these saints that drives them and moves them and the only source 
of life like air and food because they became organs in Him and began to 
walk by the spirit and began to achieve the goal and are beginning to enjoy 
God to the fullest. The source of life for anyone living by the body is Air and 
food, but for those who started to live by the spirit meaning become an 
organ in God and God became his source of life, his head, and the only 
primary source of food for he no longer depends on the body as a source 
of life, as his heart and mind are filled with God. As an organ in a body does 
not need anything outside the body it lives and moves and exists by the 
body. Even the saints’ bodies do not need food as it is also satiated by God, 
and so those people lived as life in heaven from here on earth. The heart 
will not need another man and the mind will not be preoccupied by 
anything else and so they will never be in hunger. 

 This is the life God created man to live, and it is the life in heaven that man 
will live eternally. There was no other purpose or goal for the existence of 
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man in this life except to enjoy God and this the reason that the first 
commandment of God “You shall love the Lord your God with all your 
heart, with all your soul, and with all your strength” (Deuteronomy 6:5) God 
created man for man to enjoy Him to the utmost. 

 To achieve that there were no better means than for man to become an 
organ in God. That in turn is by man striving hard to connect with God, to 
start being born of the spirit of God. That is what was expected from Adam, 
as before the existence of the spirit of God in Him, and before God dwells in 
Him, he has no real existence. 
The origin and beginning of the real birth of man  [Adam] and also his 
existence is when he starts to be filled by the spirit of God or else if he did 
not start being filled with the spirit of God, he will remain unborn yet 
meaning nonexistent yet, and even will remain of no value and dead, for 
the origin of existence is God who is the only reality, and He is the origin of 
life. For the temple that Adam is in that God granted him is just dust and 
will return to dust if Adam does not connect to God as is written “we have 
this treasure in earthen vessels” (2Corinthians 4:7) So, what is the use of the 
empty vessel that God gave Adam if it is not filled with the treasure.     

 This is what made God repeat the word “Truth” when he talks about 
Himself as in “I am the way the truth and the life” and “I am the 
resurrection and life” to alert us to the fact that He is the origin of 
existence, and the origin of life and there is no beginning to man’s life 
except when he is filled from Him.    

 God created Adam for one purpose only which is to be a temple for His 
spirit meaning to be filled with His spirit. The spirit of God is the origin of 
the real living existence for Adam. Of course, if Adam did not start 
connecting to God [praying to Him] he will remain the empty vessel that 
did not start to be filled by God the source of life. And thus, will remain 
non-existent and unborn yet, and because he did not connect to the 
source of life, no sign of life started to show in him, will remain dead and 
nonexistent.  
The beginning of Adam real existence is the beginning of the existence of 
God in him and thus the beginning of real life in him     
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 The beginning  of Adam’s real  birth starts only when God the spirit exists 
in him by his praying to God and hence starts to be filled by His spirit. At 
which time only can we say that Adam is born, or that Adam started to 
have real existence and real life. Before Adam connects to God Adam will 
remain unborn yet and remain dead and lifeless and nonexistent.   

 God created Adam as an earthly vessel and temple to dwell within Himself. 
If Adam is not filled with God by continuous prayer. Firstly, he will have no 
real existence and no real birth. Secondly, he will be worthless with no 
value. Thirdly, he will be dead with no real life in him. As he will remain an 
empty vessel with no value and no use, as what is the use of some dust 
God created an earthly vessel with to dwell in it Himself, and that earthly 
vessel remained empty? Prayer  is the only way to eternal life, for by which 
we will be filled with the spirit of God and thus the real life will start in us, 
like the connection of the seed to its source of life [water]. By being filled 
with God only allows us to become in His image and to have the same 
nature of His, like the full vessel, its value will be dependent on the value of 
its content. A vessel filled with water and all who thirst will find him having 
the living water as his nature became to quinch the thirst of the thirsty as is 
God’s nature “whoever drinks of the water that I shall give him will never 
thirst. But the water that I shall give him will become in him a fountain of 
water springing up into everlasting life” (John 4:14) also “to be conformed to 
the image of His Son” (Romans 8:29) “to the measure of the stature of the 
fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:13) and this by the continuous filling from God 
with the continuous prayer. That if our goal is God and our eyes are on Him 
and what He did, and how He walked on earth, when He was in the body, 
we will know how to reach Him. He is the way that came Himself to show 
us the way to life and to be perfect. 

 God only is the truth and reality and Adam’s nature is from void because he 
will vanish. So, if he is not filled from God he will remain like an illusion or 
mirage and will vanish. Like a man who has a water jar but mindlessly 
refuses to fill it with water so what is the use of the jar if empty? God 
created Adam to be filled from Him and is written “be filled with the Spirit” 

(Ephesians 5:18) “the Spirit of God dwells in you” (1Corinthians 3:16) God only 
created Adam earthy body for this purpose and no other, and the proof is 
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that the life we are living on earth is temporary but the real never-ending 
life is the eternal life. If Adam is not filled by God will remain useless and 
has no value like the empty water jar. If Adam did not fulfill God’s will and 
fulfilled his own will, he will be filling the earthly temple with dust. 

 God only is life in this existence, and the only source of life. Adam will 
remain lifeless because he did not connect with the source of life, and thus 
he is and will remain dead. 

 God only is the origin of existence and if Adam does not connect to Him he 
remains nonexistent and unborn yet, for he is not born of the spirit. For 
God is spirit that is the essence of existence and He is the only reality that 
will last and never vanish, and anything else is vanity and not real like a 
mirage. God made Adam from dust for him to realize that this is not the 
existence He wanted for Him, as what is the use of some dust in the form 
of a vessel that is empty of the thing it was meant to be full of? After a 
while it will vanish if Adam was not filled by God, will remain some dust 
worthless and nonexistent. As if Adam will be something that is  
nonexistent  because only God is the origin of existence, so when Adam 
starts to connect to God God’s spirit will begin to exist in him and and 
only then  

 Adam will start to have real existence and real life and walks in truth , and 
starts to have a real value like the clay vessel that was brought to existence 
to be filled with a treasure. If the process of putting the treasure in the 
vessel does not start the vessel will remain worthless and useless, for the 
value of the vessel is only the value of the real treasure that will be put in it. 
Adam real existence only begins when he begins to be filled by God who is  
Life and is truth and is the origin of existence . 

 If Adam connects to God he would have lived by God and would have lived 
forever eternally. Adam was like an empty vessel as designed by God and 
Adam should have known: 

 That God is the source of real life  but rather the only real life  as he said “I 
am the resurrection and life” therefore if Adam does not connect to God 
he will die , for he did not connect to the source of life. 
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 Aside from the fact that unless Adam is filled from God, he is nonexistent . 
And if he connects to God the outcome of the connection is the filling from 
Him. When man becomes an organ (member) in Him, God will become the 
only source of life for him. And this was the image that God wanted Adam 
and every man to be in, and to be fully satiated from God, satiety of the 
heart, the mind and the body, and that is the goal God created man for 
which is to be entirely for Him  as saint Paul discovered that truth when he 
said “indeed I also count all things loss for the excellence of the knowledge 
of Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and 
count them as rubbish, that I may gain Christ” (Philippians 3:8) The heart and 
mind of man are really meant to be the temple of God and God desired to 
dwell in them and fill them completely. God cut a piece of himself and 
assigned each man a piece and gave him the freedom whether to allow God 
to enter His temple, in other words to return the piece back to God to fill it, 
or to live independent of God, to live by the body that God gave him to 
temporarily serve as a source of life to live with until he decides which to 
choose. That is why the first commandment is to love God from all our 
heart and all our mind, meaning not to fill the heart by any person or thing 
as God intended that the heart would be there to help achieve the goal 
that man was created for, which is to enjoy and love God to the utmost.           

 But it was not possible for God the all wise, to force or obligate Adam to 
love Him, and enjoy His love. But he must give him all the freedom to 
choose whether to accept His love or not, and so he gave him the choice 
which god to worship, and that by obeying the entity or thing he chose. If 
he obeys himself or his body instantly he becomes a slave to them and an 
organ in them because he took his orders from them like the organ receives 
directions from the head, for the word says “you are that one's slaves 
whom you obey” (Romans 6:16) But if Adam accepts and obeys to live the goal 
that God created him for, he will start to fulfill His will, which is to connect 
to Him in continuous prayer, and God starts to become His god as he 
started to obey Him. And gradually, God will become the head and mind 
for him, for he has fulfilled His will by living the goal God created him for. 
Also, God will become the source of life for Adam because he started to be 
satiated by God as a result of being filled by Him through the continuous 
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prayers. Adam at that point, would be an organ in God, for God would have 
become his head, when he fulfilled His will, and followed His orders, and by 
this, God is the mind that drives him. Furthermore, by continuously 
connecting to God Day by day, he will be filled and satiated from God. 
Adam will become like an organ (member) in a body as the membership 
conditions have all been met, which are that the body would be the only 
source of life and the head would be in control to move the organ. 

 Very important to note that at the beginning when Adam starts to connect 
to God, God will not instantly be his only source of life, but the temple of 
God that God assigned Adam will start  to have God’s spirit within. Adam 
would be born of God, born of the spirit, for his temple started to have 
God’s spirit, and at the same time Adam started to exist in God, meaning to 
start to exist in the entity of God, and God to be the source of satiety to 
Adam, and will day by day drop the dependency on the body as a source of 
life. After a long period of striving God will be his only source of life, and no 
use for the body as he is walking by the spirit. At which point, he will begin 
to be in the image of God the spirit, while still in his earthly body, and 
would have succeeded in his test, by choosing to be at home in God, and 
refusing to live by the body. All the purpose of the earthly body was to be a 
tool to help during the test period, and after all it is temporary, and after 
the test period it will return back to dust, and the earth it was taken from. 
That is what the saints became aware of and that is why they refused to 
live by the body and followed God’s word “if you live according to the body 
(flesh) you will die” for the body is not the real source of life, it is a 
temporary source of life to allow God to test man and give man the time to 
freely choose. So, that whoever refuse by the body or according to the 
body and strived to live by the spirit and become an organ in God and 
would have the merit in reaching that as all the saints who did that and no 
longer needed anything from the world and lived as in heaven.     

 As they live in heaven they will live here on earth, as God became 
everything for them and the only source of life for them as that is the way it 
will be in heaven. While still the earthly body on earth, no longer lives by 
the body but rather walks by the spirit or shall we say by God the spirit. 
All our fathers the saints and hermits walked as such. By this striving man 
deserves to become an organ in God and a partner in his Devine nature. 
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Man walked and strived with free will, as he showed and proved to God 
the honesty and the strength of his will by his complete striving to 
become an organ in Him.  

 Then God will become his only source of life and the source of his satiety 
and more so the satiety of the mind, heart, and body, and thus will not 
need to depend on his body as a source of life and satiety and will not need 
anybody or anything as he started to be at home in God. 

 When God created Adam, he made him in the nature of an organ, that 
needs an entity to be a part of, and be at home in, and to live, move, and 
exist by, all this for the purpose to enjoy God, and feel him to the utmost. 
As when he is an organ and a part of God he will perfectly and completely 
feel and sense God and will be a partner with Him and in His feelings. And 
will have His nature as he became one with Him , as He informed us when 
He was on earth in the body like any man, to show us the image that he 
desires each and everyone of us to be in. “that they may be one  just as We 
are one” (John 17:22) meaning to be partners in the purity and holiness of 
God, as He became one in Him and a partner in His feelings of love and 
sense of great overwhelming happiness, as an organ in a body has the exact  
nature of that body. The outcome of all this is that the nature of man will 
be of the same nature of God in His complete love and all His traits as he is 
a part of God so it is natural that he becomes in His image and would have 
His traits and be in His likeness in everything “to be  conformed to the 
image of His Son , that He might be the firstborn among many brethren” 
(Romans 8:29) which means to be in the image of Christ who is God Himself, 
when He came to show us the image of the role model son of God. We now 
should be aware of the image God wants us in as he said “I said You are 
gods” (Psalms 82:6 & John 10:34) For it is natural as long man became one with  
God  a part and an organ in Him, that he would be in His image and in His 
likeness in all his traits. Will become like a god like the moon that takes its 
light from the sun and who ever looks at the moon will see it very lit, 
although it is a dark land, meaning it became a paradise while still as it was 
and will remain some dust. 
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 God clarified this truth, in the fourth day of the creation days, which is the 
representation of the state of the soul that resurrected towards the end of 
the third day, meaning been freed from slavery to the body and self and 
been born of water, and so started on the fourth day to be driven by the 
spirit of God and became in the image of God and a role model for the 
whole world. “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide 
the day from the night; and let them be for signs and seasons, and for days 
and years;” (Genesis 1:14) signs or symbol or a proof or a model to follow  so 
as to illuminate the earth “and to divide the light from the darkness” (Genesis 

1:18) for that person would become a practical living example , and became 
able to rebuke all the world and the its darkness that became so apparent 
to him, and teach the way and guide others and rule like a god like John the 
Baptist did and the bible goes on to say “the greater light to rule the day, 
and the lesser light to rule the night” (Genesis 1:16) God made them rule the 
day and night and divide the light from the darkness, all this for the soul 
that have passed the three days with Christ and resurrected from death 
and returned back to the image Adam was in at the time he was created, 
meaning born of water and became pure as ice, and started to be born of 
the spirit i.e. to live the goal that God created the us all for, and the image 
and nature of God started to be apparent in him, and man became like God 
his father, and became one in Him, and a partner in His Divinity as God 
promised His disciples “and sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of 
Israel” (Luke 22:30)   

 It was not possible for God the all wise with His perfect and complete 
justice, to make Adam this way at the time He created him. Meaning to 
create him an organ and a part in Him, and filled with Him instantly at the 
time He created him. He must give him the complete freedom and the 
chance to choose whether to enjoy God to the utmost and become a 
partner in His Divine nature and a part of Him like an organ that his only 
source of life is God or to refuse all this. As giving him the chance to choose 
goes along with Gods nature which is complete and perfect justice. 

 For God wanted a creature that would freely choose Him to become a 
son of His as to be born of Him so as to become one in Him. That if that 
creature became fully aware of the value of God and the value of His love 
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and to appreciate how invaluable and great His grant is. And That creature 
would love Him with all his heart or has the other choice of driving himself 
by himself. 

 If man [Adam] wanted to live the goal that God created him for. He has to 
start connecting to God through prayer, and as a result God will start to 
exist in him, and by this he would be born of God. And by the continuous 
prayer over time will be filled from God and his nature will change to that 
of God and becomes one in Him. So, the beginning is for man to be born of 
God through the continuous prayer to God and to have faith, so as to 
achieve the real goal for which man was created which is to become one 
with God as it is written “that Christ may dwell in your hearts through 
faith” (Ephesians 3:17) “that you may be filled with all the fullness of God” 
(Ephesians 3:19) “to a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the 
fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:13)   

 All this is through striving hard, for man to have the merit to receive all this 
great honor and the grant that is un describable and invaluable. Man with 
his earthly body cannot feel God the spirit, but it is the start for man to 
decide and strive than will start to be filled with God and strive more in 
continuous prayer to gradually be filled more and more to start to feel God 
and sense Him. “God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship  
in spirit  and truth” (John 4:24) Like the seed cannot connect to water except 
through the stalk root. Man being in an earthly body with a touchable 
materialistic nature cannot feel except what is material, physical to be able 
to see, touch and feel. So, he has to strive hard to be in the spirit so as to 
feel God and that is well worth it and also for man to deserve to become 
the son of God and a part of Him. The wisdom and justice of God would 
entail that man not to be granted such a valuable grant unless he deserves. 
To show the appreciation of the grant man has to strive to deserve the 
grant. Also, it was necessary to give man the chance to compare the 
options and choose. So, when God created man [Adam] he put his soul in a 
temporary body to be a temporary source of life, and man is at home in his 
body. If man wants to live the goal created him for, he starts to resist  his 
nature which is to be led by his body that God put his soul in. Man starts 
to fast and pray to start to be filled by God’s spirit at which time he 
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deserves the spirit of God to exist within him. That is the stage of the birth 
of the spirit and that is the second stage that any man can reach having 
first reached the image of Adam at the time of creation or in other words 
reach level zero first. For Adam had a much easier and simpler way ahead 
of him to pursue and reach God, for he had not yet been under the law of 
his body or in any slavery yet. 

 It was necessary for God to create man in a body temple that has a source 
of life other than God and that man would be at home in his body and that 
his body would be his temporary source of life  the air to breath and the 
food to eat, all this as a beginning to allow the chance for man to choose: 

 Either to remain with his current nature which is being at home in that 
entity [his body] and live, move, and exist by the body, or to start 
connecting to God and to be for God and in God till God becomes his head 
that drives him and becomes his only source of life and source of his 
strength. From this we can understand why God at the beginning 
commanded Adam, “Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat” (Genesis 

2:16) and this for a temporary phase, especially, that Adam had not yet 
started to connect to God nor pursue to know Him nor seek to be filled 
from Him, as he was still walking by the earthly body, [the earthly temple 
God put his soul in] Adam [and every man] should and must know that God 
did not put his soul in that body for him to live by it but it was meant to 
serve as the temporary entity that God according to his wisdom gave man 
the chance while in that body to choose which entity to be at home with. 

 If he wanted to live according to the will of God, that is to be at home in 
God and become an organ in Him, so just by beginning to connect to God 
he: 

 Firstly, fulfilled the will of God by obeying Him, and God became the mind 
that he follows His orders and became his real god. 

 Secondly, will start to be filled from God, and God becomes his only 
source of life, and by this he completed the conditions for the 
membership in God.  

 But when God saw that Adam refused even to start to know him, and did 
not start to connect to Him even just to thank God for granting him 
existence. God wanted to attract his attention to that He is God and that he 
at least should have started obeying Him. But Adam was still living by the 
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body which is his source of life, but still his [self] did not start to become his 
head yet, meaning the god that he talks all orders from, and he was not yet 
at home in his body, his source of life is earthly food and he refused that 
God would be his source of life. God with His wisdom did not want Adam to 
continue to go farther apart from Him, he wanted to ensure that he at 
least would not deteriorate by obeying his own will, or else his [self] and 
mind would be his god and would end up being home in his body.  

 Adam refused to connect to God, and continued to live by his body. But at 
that time, he was not a slave to his body for he did not completely become 
home in his body. God started to grab his attention by the commandment 
he gave him and warned him not to eat from a specific tree. The purpose of 
God was not to deprive him from that tree as much as it was a wake up call 
that he should start obeying God and not himself and that He is the god 
that should be obeyed at all times and no other. He informed him that the 
day you eat from it you will surely die (death you will die) meaning the day 
Adam obeys his own will and self and body he will become a slave to his 
body and self and at their disposal, and that all his acts will be yielding 
completely to a completely hungry body and self. And thus, all what he 
does will be a sin for all of it is against the will of God, and at that point he 
will be deserving death and eternal torture. For this we see that when God 
incarnated and came to the earth he said “I say to you, do not worry about 
your life, what you will eat or what you will drink; nor about your body, 
what you will put on” (Matthew 6:25) “Therefore do not worry, saying, 'What 
shall we eat?' or 'What shall we drink?' or 'What shall we wear?'” (Matthew 

6:31) “Do not labor for the food which perishes, but for the food which 
endures to everlasting life” (John 6:27) That is the image that God wanted 
man to be in, but also it was necessary to give man the complete freedom 
to choose. If Adam accepts to be for God, and live the goal for which God 
created him for, he would need to begin to connect to God, and by this he 
started to obey God and thus will start to be filled from God and start to be 
satiated by God and as a result his mind and body will be satiated and that 
means he will begin to be at home in God and become an organ in Him. His 
body is also satiated as his body, mind and heart are one entity non 
divisible, and so it is so natural that by being satiated by God will make him 
start diminishing his dependency on his body as a source of food and 
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satiety , as he will bring to subjection his body bit by bit and discipline it by 
depriving it from food that he was accustomed to, by continuous fasting 
and prayer. And because he started experiencing the beauty of God and 
enjoying and being satiated from Him, he will start to realize that the 
satiety from the body has no value compared to satiety from God the real  
bread of life . So, day by day when he gets filled from God until he is 
completely filled, God will be his only source of satiety and by this he will 
become in the image of God and an organ in Him and does not any other 
source of satiety for his body, heart, and mind, meaning he will not need 
anybody to satiate his heart, nor any work to satiate his mind, or any food 
to satiate his body, he will not need any other source of life  he will not  
even need the air because God became everything to him and will say “For 
to me, to live is Christ” (Philippians 1:21)  and will also say “The Lord is my 
shepherd; I shall not want” (Psalms 23:1) and by this we understand “For if 
you live according to the flesh {body} you will die” (Romans 8:13)  “For to be 
carnally minded is death” (Romans 8:6) “Because the carnal mind is enmity 
against God” (Romans 8:7) If the body {flesh} remains the source of life for 
man he is refusing to become an organ in God and refusing God to be his 
source of life which is he is refusing to the goal that God created him for. 
Therefore, he does not deserve the existence God granted him, that was 
intended for him to live only for God, since he did not then according to 
justice he should return to void once more, and for this God said if you live 
according to the body you will die (Romans 8:12). God did not create man in a 
body for him to live according to that body. (Romans 8:12) As long as man still 
has another source of life than God [namely the body] he cannot and will 
not be an organ in God as it is impossible for man to have more than one 
source of life at the same time. Like the seed either will choose to connect 
to its source of life, which is water, and for it to do so will need to be 
buried, or will remain above ground desolated. Similarly, man has to 
connect to God his real source of life and to be able to do so has to crucify 
his body, or to remain at home in his body, and his body is his source of life.  
But he will be absent from God as the bible tells us “while we are at home 
in the body we are absent from the Lord” (2Corinthians 5:6) and even more he 
will be in enmity with God, as he refused to obey His will, which is to live for 
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Him, and connect to Him, and for God to be his only source of life, and 
becomes an organ in Him. As a result, when his chance on earth is over, he 
cannot, and will not be able, as it is not possible for him to be with God 
eternally. In eternity there is nothing but God, so whoever have not 
trained to change his nature, for God to be his source of life, he cannot 
possibly be with Him there. In eternal life there is no manual work, nor 
mental work, nor air, nor food there is only God who is the genuine and 
only source of life, all those who have become orans in Him He will grant 
them luminous bodies which was the same nature as the body that God 
granted Adam at the time of his creation, as he did not know evil nor 
understand it, and he could would have reached perfection on earth with it, 
and would have depended on God and would have not needed food or 
drink or air. Adam would have lived like all the saints that strived hard, and 
became living on earth as in heaven, as he would have lived in Eden as life 
is in heaven. As for those who did not become organs in God how can they 
possibly think that they can be with Him eternally? It is not feasible and 
impossible as God is not their source of life.   

 But what happened to Adam? Adam found that he has a mind or a [self] 
that has its own will and desire and has the absolute freedom to do 
whatever he desires and he also found a body that he can live by it and 
with it he can fulfill the will of his [self]. Of course, he knew and was aware 
that for him to connect to God he has to completely deny himself, and not 
to have an opinion or will of his own, but only to fulfill the will of God. He 
also knew he had to diminish the satiety from the body, and to depend less 
on it as a source of life, by fasting true and strict fasting. In doing so, he is 
proving to God his honest and true will to become for God and that God 
would be his source of life. Of course, God must have opened the mind of 
Adam to His will and the reason He created him, and the way to reach the 
goal which is to become at home in Him, and an organ in Him, and a part in 
Him, and thus becomes in His image and likeness at which point will enjoy 
God to the utmost. If Adam would have started to lessen his satiety from 
his body and bring it to subjection [like the seed that needs to be buried for 
it to connect to its source of life (water)] he would not have found it 
difficult, because it would naturally and gradually happen as he connects to 
God he will find and feel satiety from God. That satiety, will ease his 
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crucifixion to his body, especially that at that point Adam did not yet lose 
his nature [the one he was created with] as he was not under a law of the 
body meaning the authority and rule and captivity of the body and the 
enslavement to it. Adam was under the delusion that he owns his [self] 
and so is heart mind and body so he walked according to that illusion that 
void not the truth. That was the beginning of the collapse and destruction 
of man  which is the refusal of man to walk in truth for man refused God 
who is the way  the truth  and the life . When Adam did not connect with 
God in doing so, he is refusing to fulfill the will of God, and accepted 
fulfilling his own will  meaning worshiped his [self] . That was the first god 
that Adam worshiped, for it was the first thing he obeyed, as he did not 
walk in truth but rather in void. For this Adam became hungry, as god 
created his mind, and heart to be gaps (void) unlimited in capacity, to allow 
man to be filled with God the unlimited, and these gaps are from the same 
nature of God, as God breathed (blew) in dust for the purpose as to fill the 
limited earthly man from Himself the unlimited. These heart and mind gaps 
if not filled by God will be in unlimited hunger and will make Adam in pain 
and continuous hunger. That pain and hunger should be a motivation for 
Adam to make him fulfill the will of God. But Adam sought to fill the gaps 
and get satiated by himself and at that time specifically he started 
fulfilling his own will  meaning he started to obey his [self] and instantly 
became a slave to his [self] and thus his [self] became the first god he 
worshiped, and consequently the first god to drive him. When Adam 
fulfilled his own will instead of God’s will he started feeling pain and 
needed a helper, for his unlimited gaps are empty, and needs to be filled, 
and he is feeling that painful emptiness. And because God gave man 
absolute freedom, he brought the animals to Adam to name them to start 
filling the gap in his mind and get him busy. Although God commanded and 
warned Adam not to eat from that specific tree for the purpose of bringing 
his attention to obeying Him and making him aware that He is the god to be 
worshiped and obeyed, so that God would become his head and when he 
connects to God, he would start to be filled from Him, and become an 
organ in Him, and God would become his only source of life. But Adam 
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went overly farther apart from God, and when he started obeying his [self] 
trying to fill his gaps [which are the temple of God and designed to be filled 
by Him] he started envying the animals, for he found for every male there is 
a female of the same kind and nature “But for Adam there was not found a  
helper comparable to him” (Genesis 2:20) To help him with the pain he 
became in as a result of the unlimited hunger [his being empty and not 
filled by God] so God at that time God got him what he had asked for “And 
the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam, and he slept; and He 
took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. Then the rib which 
the Lord God had taken from man He made into a woman, and He brought 
her to the man” (Genesis 2:21-22) but not for Adam to be preoccupied by her 
and distracted from God, but rather a support and motivate one another to 
walk the way. But he started filling his heart with her, filling the temple of 
God that must only be filled by God with Eve. He must love God with all his 
heart and mind, but by obeying Eve he became a slave to her and that is 
why he obeyed her unquestioning when she gave him the fruit even 
without having to utter a word “She also gave to her husband with her, and 
he ate” (Genesis 3:6) The astonishing thing is that his slavery to Eve made him 
mindless and fearless, no feelings and even no fear of death that he was 
warned of by God. What kind of slavery would make a person not knowing 
what he is doing? Eve became the second god that Adam worshiped for he 
has obeyed her and that also led him to worship his body also.   

 Adam obeying his [self] was the reason for him to ask for Eve as he asked 
for a helper comparable to him, and after obeying Eve, she made him obey 
his body and the devil. Obeying Adam himself was the beginning of the 
ruination and collapse that happened to him, is the cause for the tumble-
down of Adam and him being swept away under many slaveries “so that 
sin through the commandment might become exceedingly sinful” (Romans 

7:13) as whoever drinks from this water will thirst again {exceedingly}, for 
this when Adam obeyed his body and ate a bite from the fruit instantly 
became a slave to his body, with his heart and his mind became a slave to 
his body with all his entity full submission to his body, as it is written at 
home in his body meaning severe slavery to the body and it is also written 
“the eyes of both of them were opened ,” (Genesis 3:7)    
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 What happened is that the gaps in his mind and heart and also his body 
with every sense in it not being filled with God are empty and in severe 
hunger. Adam is feeling that unlimited hunger that became way more than 
what it was at when he first did not connect to God, and asked for a 
comparable helper. At first it was the gap of his mind only that he felt its 
hunger, but when he obeyed Eve and obeyed his body and ate he became a 
slave to her and to his body and started feeling the hunger of every sense in 
his body. The eye became hungry and he sought with all his power to 
satiate it with all its requests to relief himself the pain of its hunger. Also 
the sense of touch which is the most hungry of all senses by far, if he does 
not seek to satiate it he will be in immense pain, he has to satiate that 
hunger by another body to escape the agony he is in. This is what the bible 
told us in the parable of the prodigal son when he separated and left his 
father severe hunger (famine) happened “ I perish with hunger . I will arise 
and go to my father” (Luke 15:17-18) Adam instantly became at home in his 
body and became one in it and one entity and so felt the hunger of every 
sense. That hunger is unlimited and thus started to know all the bodily 
matters as the word of God says “the eyes of both of them were opened,” 

(Genesis 3:7) Started to seek satiety first through the sense of vision {eye} by 
another body and started to know Eve as he felt the need and hunger and 
started to seek to satiate every sense with food or another body and that 
soiled the temple of God and thus the judgement of God falls on Adam and 
God delivered him to his body that he became a slave of and choose to 
worship and became in a bitter slavery. Justice of God requires that Adam 
would be dead, and return to void from the time he refused to connect to 
God at the beginning, because he did not live the goal he was created for. 
So, he did not deserve the existence he was in. And that was not all, but 
Adam forced God to be enslaved with him as Adam and the spirit of God 
are one like Potiphar tied Joseph and imprisoned him and made him a tied 
up degraded slave. Potiphar is a representation of Adam who obeyed his 
wife same as Adam and based on what he did he made God the god the 
creator to become a slave that is humiliated along with the evil, beaten, 
spit on, and whipped. For this Adam’s sin was Great and immense, not only 
did he deserve death for not connecting with God initially, but also he 
disobeyed God and used His temple for his own interests, and used his 
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mind and heart [God’s temple] for himself, and so his punishment eternal 
torture. He was not supposed nor allowed to use God’s temple for himself 
that is fill his mind and heart by anything other than God Himself. 
Everything, man has an was granted is unrighteous mammon it is not his he 
stole what is God’s and entered his [self] and Eve and the world in the 
temple of God and soiled it, that is not all, but he was enslaved to his body 
and made God enslaved with him for he and God should be one entity. God 
was referring to all this when He went into the temple and found the 
sellers, sheep, cattle, and money exchangers and cried out and said “ 'My 
house shall be called a house of prayer', but you have made it a 'den of  
thieves.' ” (Matthew 21:13) God was referring to the souls that did not fill their 
minds and hearts [the temple of God] with God himself. As a result of Adam 
becoming a slave to his body, he made God incarnate and come to earth as 
a humiliated slave “For He made Him who knew no sin to be sin for us” 

(2Corinthians 5:21) The verdict when Adam is judged is not just death and going 
back to being vanity but also eternal torture, which would have been the 
same verdict for everyone who was born and lives by the body, meaning 
slave to his body, if it were not for God the incarnate coming and dying for 
us. This will still be the case for whoever refuses God by not walking the 
difficult way that God came and lived himself. If man does not die with God, 
and unite with Him in the likeness of His death, his body and that of God’s 
will not be one, but will be separate, and God will not die for his sins. For 
uniting with the body of Christ serves as man dying himself for the justice of 
God to be fulfilled while He remains merciful at the same time. The death 
of God by itself will not lift the sins of man as the penalty and fee for sin is 
death of man himself not God. By the death of God, he just opened the 
door to rescue those who pass through that door, but those who did not 
pass through the door, how can they even think, that just the open door 
made them reach and become in heaven without going through it. Only 
those who pass through the door will be saved “I am the door. If anyone 
enters by Me, he will be saved,” (John 10:9) This by dying in the likeness of 
the death of Christ by striving not to obey his body through crucifying it by 
not giving it anything its desires. By this when he partakes communion [the 
body of the crucified and dead Christ] his body and that of God become one 
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and as if he died himself as he united with the dead body of Christ, and by 
this his eternal sin is lifted and that is what God meant in saying “If anyone 
enters by Me”. What sensible mind would think there is a door that leads 
to paradise but without passing through it he is in paradise, does that even 
make any sense?!?! 

 Let it be known to all that the first collapse and deterioration that 
happened to humanity was based on man fulfilling his own will, obeying 
man’s self which is worshiping one’s self, and that was the first god man 
worshipped . Adam obeying his will and self lead to the first destruction to 
his entity. In other words, Him obeying his will and self [worshipping the 
first god] was the basis for the disease and the basis for the destruction  
that began in man. The devil knew that loophole that was opened in man 
and that Adam opened by himself, and sought to expand that opening to 
let in the all the sea of the world within man, to complete the destruction 
of man. For this he deceived Adam and Eve into believing that they will be 
like God, when he knew their weak point, he focused on the trouble spot 
that leaked in the destruction and tried to widen it.  

 There is something important many are unaware of is that the unlimited 
empty gap in man’s brain [not filled by God the unlimited] when Adam 
fulfilled his will, he filled that unlimited gap with his own self and started 
to feel and imagine that his [self] is the god and started worshiping his [self] 
obeying all the self desires. Anyone born by the body and is enslaved to his 
body and self is seeking to be glorified and valued by people, as he finds his 
satiety and enjoyment in this, and much ecstasy in someone bowing to him 
or respecting him. For this everyone is seeking money in every way 
possible, for it is the most means to raise the status of man in the eyes of 
people and gain more of their respect and that increases his satiety and his 
illusion that he is a god that is great and glorious. May have lived and died 
not aware of this disease and its cause and why they do not accept 
disrespect or insult from no one. What really happened is when Adam 
obeyed himself he filled the gap in his mind [temple of God that should 
only be filled by God alone] with his [self] and became in unlimited 
delusion that he is a god and became so hungry to the respect of people to 
the extent he is willing to spend money, or do anything even lie to become 
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great in the eyes of people, as he finds his happiness, satiety and 
enjoyment when he feels respected and valued by people, as it gratifies the  
imaginary god of his. That asserts that man is living in an illusion, vanity, 
and lie as the truth is there is no god but God as the bible states. 

 “when you did not know God, you served those which by nature are not 
gods” (Galatians 4:8)     

 What happened to Adam is like, a man who was in a locked and closed ark 
from all sides, that is to say in complete safety inside, and outside is terrible 
floodwaters. This is the state of Adam at the beginning before he becomes 
under any captivity or law or slavery, before the world penetrates him. But 
that man made an opening in the ark not like the opening that God 
specified for him in the ceiling of the ark as He commanded Noah [a 
representation of a soul that is seeking salvation] the purpose of which is to 
only see God, and would not allow the seas of the world to enter the ark. 
But the opening he made was on the side and so the water forcefully 
rushed in to the ark as if an explosion took place and is destructing 
everything in its way, and swept away the man and smashed him into the 
wall of the ark so strong that it broke his bones. The broken bones of this 
man were caused by hitting the walls, but that was not the bases of the 
destruction  that happened to that man. As it seems that the rushing of the 
waters that swept away the man are the cause but there was a primary 
basis for the destruction  of man which was that he made an opening in 
the wall of the ark and that is similar to what Adam did. So the bases of the 
destruction of man was that he obeyed his will  and became under the law 
and the first rule to have control over man which is the law of the self as he 
obeyed himself and this enslavement is the trouble spot  and the opening 
that lead to further destruction of man and the spread of the disease 
within. When Adam refused the will of God and refused to live the goal God 
created him for, at the point he began to fulfill his own will and obey his 
self and thus worship his self, making the self a god in control and that is 
the beginning of the destruction. His [self] started to rule and control him, 
and force and captivate him to seek satiety and the relief of the pain 
caused by the sever hunger of the gap, that authority and captivity, which 
is the law of the self, made Adam want and ask for a human helper like 
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him. And because God gave man complete freedom, he provided what he 
asked for which was Eve, that when she arrived filled his mind and his heart 
also. Eve was the means to satisfy his first god [his {self}] but turned out to 
be another god for Adam. Like the money that man seek its possession to 
fulfill his {self} as it is the best most effective means to please the self, it to 
turned in to a god and enslaved man. Similarly, Eve became a god for Adam 
and the proof is that he did not care about God’s commandment and even 
more did not care about his death or perish [that God warned him about 
when he said “you will surely die” death you will die] he no longer feels or 
senses and that is the effect of the slavery. We find that the evilest person 
knows that there is an eternal life and that he might die today, but what is 
it that is keeping him from taking positive steps towards his salvation? It is 
the magnitude of the captivity and the enslavement to the self, body and 
the world that makes a man not to know what he is doing, and that is no 
excuse in the day of judgement. 

 All what happened is that Adam started worshiping another god and under 
the authority and control of another power. The nature of man as God 
created him is like any organ, when he obeys any entity, as if that entity 
became the head for that organ that controls him as he becomes with no 
opinion, no desire and mindless, and with no feelings, and fearless. “For we 
know that the law is spiritual, but I am carnal, sold under sin” (Romans 7:14) 

“For what I am doing, I do not understand. For what I will to do, that I do 
not practice ; but what I hate, that I do” (Romans 7:15) “But I see another law 
in my members, warring against the law of my mind, and bringing me into 
captivity to the law of sin which is in my members” (Romans 7:23) For any 
entity man obeys becomes a god for man and controls him. Eve made 
Adam obey his body when she gave him the fruit, and with no negotiation 
he obeyed “She also gave to her husband with her, and he ate” (Genesis 3:6) 
Adam then became at home in his body {settled} and became a slave to it 
and in complete enslavement. 

 All that destruction started and was based on Adam fulfilling his will. It was 
not just Adam obeying Eve, his body and the devil but the basis was he all 
along was obeying his will also. Adam not fulfilling God’s will, and not 
connecting to Him thus not filled from Him, made Adam in severe pain and 
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hunger, and that is what made him start to fulfill his own will, as he was 
granted absolute freedom from God to do whatever he wills. When Adam 
refused to live the goal that God created him for and fulfilled his own will, is 
as if instantly made an opening in the ark that God created for him. The 
bases of the destruction are Adam obeying his will that is worshiping his 
self that further led to worshiping Eve, his body and the ruler of this world.   

 For this the way to life  or returning to life once again is by closing that 
opening through which the water entered and destructed the ark, and that 
won’t happen before man heals from the breakage that afflicted him. And 
so, the way must be several stages or steps. First stage is man healing 
from his breakage, and when able to move starts to close the opening he 
made. Adam and every man born by the body is a slave to his body and self 
but the culprit is his enslavement to himself. Because the enslavement of 
man to his body is the outcome of him wanting to fulfill his own will. That 
is the basis of man’s slavery to his body, people, and world is his slavery to 
his [self] and his desire to fulfill his will for he feels his existence. The man 
sense of his presence and self awareness is the basis of all the 
destruction. For this reaching the membership in God is only through 
denying one self . 

 That is what God told us “Whoever desires to come after Me, let him deny 
himself, and take up his cross, and follow Me” (Mark 8:34)  

 The death of the slavery to one’s self or being freed from enslavement to 
one’s self is the cure to the disease and an end to all the destruction. 

 That does not take place unless man first becomes able and has the power, 
the power of the spirit meaning filled enough with the spirit to be able to 
deny one’s self and refuse the presence. As this is very difficult if not 
impossible and sounds imaginary how would anyone accept not to have 
presence and how he himself abolishes him[self] that is why the bible says 
“Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, 
and there are few who find it” (Matthew 7:14) That is to say the matter is 
difficult it is as difficult as a camel going through the eye of a needle, and 
that is why it is not feasible unless done in specific steps that makes man 
reach the state were he can accept to have not presence, for this the bible 
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says “Lord, are there few who are saved?" And He said to them, Strive to 
enter through the narrow gate, for many, I say to you, will seek to enter  
and will not be able” (Luke 13:23) For any man to accept to deny himself he  
must have found another existence and presence in another entity and 
became aware of the riches of that other existence . For man to sacrifice 
everything his presence {existence} he first has to be aware that his current 
existence {presence} is vanity and non-real, temporary and then will vanish 
and to use it is stealing because man has no right to use his brain for 
him[self]. Once man is awakened to the truth by God and became sensible 
how then could he sacrifice or even jeopardize his presence with God 
eternally, just to worship him[self] which is like worshiping something like a 
mirage and like vapor, and as if grasping the wind to keep it. 

 When God created man, he made him in the nature of an organ that needs 
an entity to settle in [be at home in] and to live and move by that entity 
that acts as the head and source of life for the organ. Any man born by the 
body and fully settled in his body {at home in it}, for him to accept not to 
live by the body any more, and not to have an opinion of his own, and to 
accept to have another entity be his head, has to have become totally 
aware and is fully certain that when he denies himself he is sacrificing air 
and mirage and that he was dead, and that when he accepts God to be his 
head, he will start to have a real life that will last eternally. That will only 
happen when his eyes are opened to that truth that God is the only reality 
and the only one invaluable. Whoever did not start to exist in God  no real 
life will start in him. Aside from the fact that, all we have does not belong to 
us, and who will sacrifice everything he has we tell him you are just like 
returning the jewelry box to the king. The truth is that the mind, self, and 
will are things granted by God to man to test him with.  

 For man to deny himself he has to be freed from slavery to him[self]  and 
this by stopping to obey him[self] , according to the bible rule that one 
becomes a slave of who he obeys and thus to stop worshipping he needs to 
stop obeying and thus the authority and control and captivity of that god is 
then nullified. And this the way that Christ Himself taught us as he lived 
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dead to his body, to show us that this is the only way to be alive by the 
spirit , to live in God and become an organ in Him by dying to one’s self.  

 And for one to refuse his will this is an advanced step, and there are steps 
prior to this step with long striving to be gradually filled by the spirit to the 
level he would be able to refuse his own will and accept God’s will in 
crucifixion or any kind of pain. Christ [was the role model for a man 
pursuing to be filled by the spirit and to be perfect] showed us that before 
crucifixion and humiliation and endurance of the immense pains he said 
“For I am ready to fall, And my sorrow is continually before me” (Psalms 

38:17) saying I am ready for the lashes {whipping} that after striving for years 
to put to death the body {flesh} to be filled enough by the spirit to really  
know God to a great extent, and thus will be fully and totally convinced 
to sacrifice all things to be in God . The major sacrifice is denying one’s self 
and accepting God’s will and refusing one’s will. The spirit of God will make 
him aware that all what he has does not belong to him, as the spirit will 
make him walk in truth and will realize that all that is in the world is vanity 
and mirage and pass like vapor. It is just a period for test and God gave him 
the freedom to choose between either him[self] and him settling in his 
body and his self is his head which drives him, or to settle in God . No one 
can abolish himself by himself, and to accept to have no presence 
{existence}, that no matter how much he is humiliated by people he will 
bear and accept all this, except if knew God well enough and is filled by the 
spirit of God which the spirit of truth. After God makes man taste he will be 
aware that everything is garbage even himself is a mirage and imaginary 
and not real. And this is the only condition by which man can become an 
organ {member} in God and by this he will be guaranteed a life of 
enjoyment with God until eternity. How can a man who became aware of 
this truth that the whole world is a mirage and will vanish, will agree and 
accept to enjoy an illusion that he is a god that is capable of anything and 
can do what he wishes, knowing that all this is during a period of few 
seconds after which he gets lose everything. “If anyone comes to Me and 
does not hate  his father and mother, wife and children, brothers and 
sisters, yes, and his own life also , he cannot be My disciple” (Luke 14:26) As 
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whoever wants to follow Christ has to deny himself “If anyone desires to 
come after Me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow 
Me.” (Luke 9:23) And this is the third step in the first stage, by which man 
returns to level zero which is the state of Adam at the time of creation, 
when he was free not enslaved to himself and under the law of him[self].   

 Christ resurrected on the third day to assert to us that the first stage [the 
way for man to return to the image and nature of Adam the first free and 
does not worship any gods] is completed in three steps. The six days of 
creation is a symbol and representation of the whole way , the first three 
days of which are the first stage in which man returns to the image of 
Adam. When God created the plants on the third day, it was the end of first 
stage and a symbol of the exit of the world sea waters from man, as it is 
written “Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one 
place, and let the dry land appear” (Genesis 1:9) the stage in which the death 
of the enslavement to the self occurs as a result of man striving in the 
second day {step} for the death of the enslavement to the body by not 
obeying it and crucifying it in anything it desires or craves for. That second 
day is the day God created the firmament to divided the waters above it 
from the waters below it, which is the phase in which life starts in man, like 
when the seed is buried the stalk root appears and protrudes out of it. 
Similarly, when man started to crucify his body the spirit of God started to 
exist in man [like the fetus that started to form]. With the spirit man 
started to recognize, know, and feel God. God is spirit and no man living by 
the body and under its law that is in enmity with God, can fulfill connection 
and reconciliation with God, as long as he is settled in an entity that makes 
him fulfill his own will, as it is written “After two days He will revive us” 

(Hosea 6:2) which is the day that man started to crucify his body and started 
to be filled by the spirit of God, and as a result life within him started to kick 
in, and started to feel God. The spirit of God started the birth process 
within him like the stalk root that popped out of the seed after its burial 
and by which it was able to connect to its source of life {water}. Only in the 
third day does resurrection occur as was the case with Christ, and all the 
events in the Old Testament took place on the third day, all this for God to 
assert to us that the resurrection from death [slavery to the bod and self] 
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takes place in three steps {days} and that is what God Himself came to 
show and teach us, as he gave us the example to follow his footsteps. 

 Whoever wants to return to God has to know that he needs to kill the root 
cause of the disease which is the basis of the destruction from the get go 
and the cause of the death that man is in, which is man worshipping 
him[self]. For every other worship like worshipping people or the body, or 
the ruler of this world, all of which Adam worshipped, where as a result of 
being a slave to himself. He obeyed Eve because he wanted and desired 
this, as a result of obeying himself he obeyed Eve, and because of his 
enslavement to him[self] he started to obey and worship his body, and 
because of his obedience to him[self] and will he obeyed the rule of this 
world, as it is a desire to become like God as he was seeking to feed and 
satiate him[self] to the utmost to the extent he wanted to become a god. 
Every other worship to any other god is a result of the first and primary 
destruction which is man worshipping him[self]. 

 The death of self worship and completely denying it is the only way to 
return in God and for God to be the head for man. This by stopping to 
obey the body in anything it desires or craves for and also stopping to obey 
the self as it is written “And those who are Christ's have crucified the flesh 
with its passions and desires” (Galatians 5:24)  

 It is necessary for everyone to comprehend the root cause of the disease 
that they were born with which is the slavery  which makes everyone 
captivated. And it is necessary for everyone to know the reason that made 
them slaves and captives to a ruling authority so as to seek to know the 
way to being cured and freed from it. When concentrating on Adam’s story 
will understand the scary magnitude of the slavery that saint Paul cried out 
from saying “For what I am doing, I do not understand. For what I will to 
do, that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do.” (Romans 7:15) “For I 
know that in me (that is, in my flesh) nothing good dwells; for to will is 
present with me, but how to perform what is good I do not find. For the 
good that I will to do, I do not do; but the evil I will not to do, that I 
practice” (Romans 7:18-19) “But I see another law in my members , warring 
against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin 
which is in my members. O wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me 
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from this body of death?” (Romans 7:23-24) How can a man filled with the 
spirit of God [he performed miracles and was the greatest evangelist] cry 
out from his slavery to that extent, and how can he be deprived of his will? 
God allowed that all this be written for us to show us the state we were 
born into. Slavery started the instant Adam started obeying the will of his 
self, and refused to live for God, that is to say refused to fill all his mind and 
heart with God, as he was not praying to God, and thus was not filled from 
Him and was not satiated from Him so he asked for a helper like himself 
and filled his heart from her [Eve] and that made him a slave to him[self] 
and to Eve and to the devil who he obeyed. Adam is like a man walking in 
the desert, and met another man that told him that in the direction he is 
going there is a destructive dragon, do we think that he will continue on his 
way?? Even if the man who told him this is not trustworthy, common sense 
and wisdom suggest that he should not continue in that direction, because 
we can not rule out the chance [even if it is very slim] that there is a dragon 
on the way, so it is wise for that man not to continue on that way or else he 
might die. But what shall we say if God appeared to that man and told him 
that that way leads to death and destruction, what would we think of that 
man if he still went on his way despite God’s warning? Of course, we will 
think he is mentally ill, or that somebody sedated him and made him not 
able to see or hear, as it is impossible for any sensible man in his right mind 
would not fear for his life even if he is the evilest, because man love himself 
more than anything. 

 Let us remember what happened with Adam, God warned him that death 
he will die {surely die} if he eats from the fruit. What people overlooked 
and should have caught their attention and made them meditate on the 
secret that made Adam fearless of death , and the careless state he was in! 
“She also gave to her husband with her, and he ate” (Genesis 3:6) without 
any negotiation or persuasion, as if Adam was sedated and was at the 
disposal of Eve in an amazing way, it would seem as Eve is his god and that 
is why he obeyed no questions asked or any utterance of a word. 

 Many say God expelled Adam because he did not obey Him, but they never 
gave the essence of the case a thought, they did not ask about the reason  
Adam did not obey God and that is the first mysterious secret in Adam 
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being fearless and careless of death, and the second mysterious secret 
which his obedience to Eve and being at her disposal like a robot taking 
instructions and orders from people. This seems like a mysterious secret, 
the reason why Adam did not obey God is not that he is evil, or wants to 
challenge God, but that there was something beginning to dominate Adam 
and made him totally captivated by it and completely controlled him like an 
entity with no mind and no feelings as he became fearless of death, and 
there is no man in his right mind who does not love his life and fearless of 
death except if he is mindless or sedated to the point of being deprived of 
his mind. Most if not all people know that they will die and that there is a 
judgment day, and yet they have not pursued their salvation from hellfire 
and that is because of the slavery  that they were born into its captivity that 
saint Paul cried out from it and told us that he cannot do the good he 
desires which is the good law of God that he agrees to live. 

 Amazingly, Adam had not yet obeyed his body, when he was under this 
amazing captivity as he at that point had not yet eaten from the fruit, but 
he had already fallen under the captivity of Eve and was at her disposal. 
Adam’s target from eating is different from that of Eve, Eve was lured by 
the devil that she will become like God, and for this she obeyed her body’s 
desire to fulfill the desire of the self [which is to become like God]. The devil 
did not negotiate with Adam, as he found him at the disposal of Eve, and 
realized he does not need persuasion as he already became a slave to 
him[self] and Eve, and Eve is his head as he obeyed himself and loved Eve 
and filled his mind and heart with her, and that is the reason he became 
completely captivated by her and like a robot that does not understand or 
feel, and has no care nor regard for God, and was not interested in Him nor 
felt His divinity nor considered his feelings and did not show Him respect of 
any kind. The most amazing of all is that he did not fear death as God 
warned him saying “death you will surely die”. This mysterious secret 
which is Adam not fearing death, like the man in the desert warned by God 
that there is a deadly dragon or beast on his way, and yet continued on his 
way. There is no reason for this weird reaction except that there is a hidden 
power that robbed him of his mind and made him at its disposal, and that 
there is a mind that is driving and controlling him turning him into a 
mindless entity with no feelings [proof is he was fearless of death]. That is 
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exactly what happened to Adam for there is no man that does not love his 
life except if mentally sick or totally captivated. 

 As saint Paul informed us that any man born by the body is in the same 
state as Adam, and that he does not know what he does, for there is 
another law waring with his mind’s law and that other law is the ruling 
power that is driving man. All this because man was created with the 
nature of an organ so as to settle in God and become an organ in Him, 
that is if he wished. As a result, God would become his source of life and 
the mind that drives him, that is if man obeyed God and accepted to fulfill 
His will, and live the goal for which God created him. Hence, God will 
become the real god and Head that drives him because he refused to obey 
his own will that is refused to worship himself. Then he starts to pray and 
connect to God and thus satiated by Him and by this he will not live by the 
body and will not move based on his own will, for God became the head 
that drives and moves him. 

 God did not create Adam instantly an organ in Him, but initially put him in a 
temporary earthly entity that has a self, so as to have the absolute freedom 
to choose which entity to settle in, and live and move by. Either to live by 
the body that God put him in and the body becomes his source of life  and 
takes his orders from him[self], or deny him[self] and live the goal God 
created him for and God becomes his mind  that drives him and his source 
of life and by this he meets the conditions for his membership in God like 
any organ lives and moves and exist by the entity it is settled in. That would 
have started to happen if Adam would have obeyed and connected with 
God, he would have been captivated by God to the point that God 
becomes his mind.   

 When Adam started to obey his own will, instantly, him[self] became his 
mind that moves and drives him and he became enslaved and captivated by 
it. Because man [including Adam] is created in the nature of an organ, so 
just by choosing the god to drive him by obeying him, he becomes enslaved 
and under the rule and control of him[self] and Eve, and both him[self] 
and Eve will make him do what he does not want to do. That is what 
happened to Adam “sold under sin, …… what I hate, that I do” (Romans 7:14-

15). Adam was created as an organ that needs an entity to settle in and a 
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mind to be driven by. Once he chose the entity [either God or his body and 
self] that entity will make him with no opinion nor will, for as an organ he 
fulfills the entity’s orders. Man was created {born} needing a mind to drive 
him and a source of life to live by and all what God desired is for man to 
live by Him and to be driven by God’s mind same as it would be the case in 
heaven as there is no other source of life but God. That will only happen by 
a long time of striving, denying one’s self, and refusing to live by the body 
as all saints have lived.  

 And this is exactly what God came to teach us, and it is the way to be freed 
from the slavery we were born into, and the way to life and to be perfect, 
that is to say, the way to the goal God created us for, which is to become an 
image of Him and in His likeness. When God created Adam {man} he placed 
him in a body that could live by food and a self that thinks to give him the 
choice between accepting to become an organ in God that is to live the 
goal God created him for or refuse to live by God but rather live by the 
body that becomes his source of life and his self becomes the mind that 
drives him. If Adam [or any man] accepts to become an organ in God he is 
guaranteed an eternal total enjoyment of God. So, Adam and every man 
has to refuse his own will and start connecting to God and by doing so, it is 
as if he refused to worship him[self] and refused to be driven by it. And by 
praying an connecting to God he is being filled from Him and being satiated 
by Him and God starts to become his source of life, that is when he starts to 
reduce the dependency on his body as a source of life by continuous fasting 
and praying. As long as the spirit started to get satiated that will decrease 
the body’s need for food as the mind, body and spirit are one entity, if spirit 
[a part of the entity] is satiated that satiates the whole entity. 

 Adam chose to obey him[self] consequently became a slave to his [self] and 
obeyed Eve and became a slave to Eve. Him[self] and Eve became the head 
that drives him and he became like an organ that has no opinion nor will, 
for this Eve was able to drive Adam without him thinking and he became 
under her disposal. Eve ordered Adam to be destructed and die with her 
and he without any negotiation obeyed and became like a robot that is 
mindless and has no feelings, to the extent that he was careless and 
fearless to his death. He couldn’t care less about God the real and genuine 
god, and that is what not many people have thought about. This the slavery 
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that is the origin of the destruction and deterioration, God opened the 
minds of those who asked Him about it. When Adam obeyed his body, his 
nature he was born in was changed to the nature of the slavery that we are 
all born into, but God taught us the way to freedom, so as no longer be 
enslaved anymore and commit sin, by being born of water and return to 
the image of Adam at the time of his creation. That way is forcing one’s self 
and continuing not to obey the body any of its desires by this the body of 
sin will be done away with and we no longer become enslaved. 

 The reason for the root cause of the destruction is that God created man 
to become an organ in Him and so created him with the nature of any 
organ which needs a mind to be driven by and also a source of life to live 
by, that is to say an entity to live by. The choice of which entity to be part of 
is up to man as when he obeys anything he becomes an organ in it as what 
happened with Adam when he ate the fruit, he became another entity 
different than the one God created.   

 May we all be aware and grasp the secret of why saints strived so hard to 
the extent of bloodshed for decades, that is because they became aware of 
the disease and its danger which is their enslavement to their body and 
self, and learnt what God taught us about the way to free ourselves from 
this bitter slavery, and were certain that the striving till bloodshed is the 
only way to resurrection, and that by man dying in the likeness of the death 
of Christ. Whoever appreciated the value of God will say “For Your sake we 
are killed all day long” (Romans 8:36) but the reason for not striving is lack of 
awareness of the danger of the slavery and lack of appreciation of the 
value of God. 

 Why would man crucify his body discipline it and bring it to subjection? For 
what cause or reason if God has no value for him? But all who asked God to 
see will be given the vision and see everything, and will know that Adam fell 
under slavery for he obeyed his body and self, and that to be freed from 
this slavery man has to stop obeying his body in any of its desires, that is to 
strive through the difficult way that God came and strived Himself as it is 
written “For if we have been united together in the likeness of His death, 
certainly we also shall be in the likeness of His resurrection, knowing this, 
that our old man was crucified with Him, that the body of sin might be 
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done away with , that we should no longer be slaves of sin  ” (Romans 6:5-6) 
the bible did not say for our sins to be lifted, for the problem is not our sins, 
but the root cause of the disease is the slavery the outcome of which is sin 
all the time. Like a man that became mentally ill by a virus in his brain, and 
is breaking the furniture, what do wee think the solution is? Do we rush to 
buy ne furniture to replace the broken one? But he will break the new also? 
We should think of curing the root cause of the disease that make that man 
break the furniture. That is Cure the man. Similarly, our slavery is the root 
cause of the disease that makes us sin all the time and the sin is present 
with us, so is the solution that we go confess and partake communion each 
time we sin? That way we will die still having the disease {slavery} and will 
never reach the goal. So, when will we ever be perfect, and on the image of 
God and in His likeness and organs in His body?                                                     
For how would a man that still commits sin become and organ in God the 
Holy? can a part of God be impure??                                                             
Everyone should first think of freeing himself from slavery, so as to sin no 
more “whoever is born of God does not sin; but he who has been born of 
God keeps himself” (1John 5:18)   

 “For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet stumble in one point, he  
is guilty of all” (James 2:10) God here meant as long as man is still sinning he 
is under slavery, and so cannot become an organ in God “Whoever commits 
sin also commits lawlessness” (1John 3:4) God’s goal for everyone is to be His 
son, and the son resembles his father, and the son is the one born of God 
and does not sin “for His seed remains in him; and he cannot sin, because 
he has been born of God” (1John 3:9) God wants us in the image of His son 
and His image and that will be when we become organs in Him, but must 
first be completely freed from any slavery, by this he will no longer sin, and 
can become an organ in God, and that is birth of water, then we strive to be 
born of the spirit next. That by striving all through the difficult way that is 
the only way the root cause of the disease will die, because part of the 
striving [in the difficult way] is to crucify the body, and stop worshiping it 
and that is the cure for the slavery, as the rule is “you are that one's slaves 
whom you obey” (Romans 6:16) that is instantly man becomes a slave to any 
entity he obeys and becomes captivated and under that entity’s control. As 
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had happened with Adam when he obeyed him[self] and Eve and became a 
slave to both and at disposal of both of them, and became mindless and 
with no feelings and as saint Paul said he became in a state where he does 
not know or understand what he is doing. So, he needs to strive to walk the 
difficult way which is the only means to kill the root cause of the disease, 
that by crucifying the body in everything it desires and day by day the body 
of sin is done away with and the effect of the slavery is negated, and that is 
what God incarnated in a body taught us Himself when he strived 33 years 
to assert to us that this is the way to be freed and saved. “I have given you 
an example, that you should do as I have done” (John 13:15) That is the 
difficult way that is the only way to life. “Because narrow is the gate and 
difficult is the way which leads to life” (Matthew 7:14) so the cure to the 
disease is crucifying the body and day by day the body of sin is done away 
with “Even though our outward man is perishing, yet the inward man is 
being renewed day by day” (2Corinthians 4:16). God incarnated for two 
reasons, the first is two show us and teach us the way and that took 33 
years, the second is salvation i.e., lifting sins [of those who are striving in 
the likeness of Christ striving and death] which only took one day. May wee 
be aware of the importance of the first work and purpose that is to kill the 
root cause of the disease.       

 God knocks on the heart of everyone every day and says “Let there be 
light” (Genesis 5:18) whoever opens his heart light will enter “and there was 
light” (Genesis 5:18) and he will see everything and will become aware that 
God deserves all the striving and that our lives are like vapor that vanishes 
in seconds, or like a breath and God gave us our life during which and by 
which we determine our eternal destiny that is endless. What a huge loss it 
will be for those who did not strive to reach God as they will regret big time 
when it will be too late.                                                                                        
“For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world, and loses his  
own soul?” (Mark 8:36)    

 An important thing that God says:                                                                 
“Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the 
fire” (Matthew 7:19)  
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 God meant those who do not bear the fruits of the spirit, which means they 
have not been filled with the spirit of God yet. What is the use of his 
presence in this life? And this is what God meant by saying that the tree 
would be cut down. Because even if man did not commit sin (something 
negative) he is still an unprofitable servant like the unprofitable tree, that 
did not bear fruits which means did not live the goal that God created it for, 
which means it did not obey God thus did not worship Him, and for this was 
not filled by the spirit of God and not bear the fruits of God like the foolish 
virgins that did not enter with Christ even though they where virgins 
meaning pure vessels, clean but empty truly this is a phase man needs to 
reach as a first stage, but man has to know that this stage is not the goal. 
The goal is not for our sins to be lifted and we would be pure like a green 
tree. God created us to be filled from Him not to be pure and clean but 
empty like the foolish virgins, what is use of a clean pure vessel that is 
empty it is like the unprofitable tree that did not bear fruit [did not live the 
goal they were created for] Whoever is filled by the spirit of God is born of 
the spirit and became a part of God, for this all his deeds will be done by 
God and for this he will not ever sin. This is the image God created man to 
be in, to guarantee the perfect and complete enjoyment by God and 
complete feelings being an organ in Him. 

 Very important to note that God did not say any tree that does not bear 
fruit is cut down but rather said                                                                          
“Every tree that does not bear   good fruit    is cut down and thrown into 
the fire” (Matthew 7:19 & Matthew 3:10 & Luke 3:9)  

 God desires from every man not just to bear regular fruit, but to bear good 
fruit, not just reach the fourth day having passed the resurrection, but to be 
perfectly and fully full from Him. 

 He commanded us to be filled from Him all the fullness  and this is the 
image of God that He created man to be in, that is when his spirit [God’s 
temple] is filled by God’s spirit through continuous connection with God 
after having passed the first phase [freed from slavery] and became in the 
image of Adam. The fourth, fifth and sixth days are the phases of growth in 
the spirit after the temple of God has been purified by water and cleansed 
that is the birth of water, and the resurrection in the third day, on the 
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fourth day starts to bear the fruits of the spirit, for he actually started to be 
filled by the spirit as he is becoming an organ in God. But this is not the 
image that pleases God as it is the phase of bearing the regular fruits not 
what God is desiring which is the good fruits and that will only happen 
when man is fully filled by the spirit of God with all the fullness of God. 
(Ephesians 3:19) The most amazing point that should really scare all who are in 
the truth and was given the vision is that God says all who does not bear   
good fruit is cut down meaning all who are not yet organs in God and live, 
move and exist by Him are still in slavery and also warned us about 
remaining in this state “For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet 
stumble in one point, he is guilty of all” (James 2:10) For whoever is still 
sinning is still a slave for he has not been born of the spirit, and who is born 
of God does not sin. 

 May we wake up to the truth, and the reality which is to become the image 
of God. The image of perfection which is perfectly filled by the spirit, which 
is to resemble His image when He was on earth, for He has to come to 
show us this image Himself, while being in our weak nature and aspects. 
When saint Paul became aware of this image he said “but I press on, that I 
may lay hold of” (Philippians 3:12) He was aware that reaching this image 
which is the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, is not easy, but 
was also aware that it is impossible for God to command us to do 
something without giving us all the grace and grants and all what we need 
to do it, which is to become perfect as he clearly said “Be perfect”. He did 
give us all what we need and the grace he gave us is represented in the 
word of God by the two denarii, the two fishes “His divine power has given 
to us all things that pertain to life and godliness ……. that through these you 
may be partakers of the divine nature” (Philippians 1:3,4) No wise king will ask 
a man to build him a large tower without giving him all what he needs to 
accomplish the task or else it would be overly frustrating. When we connect 
to God we will be certain that he is just, and that He actually has given 
everyone the grace, to enable us reach His image. Many saints have, like 
Elijah, John the Baptist and virgin Mary, and why would God differentiate 
between vanity and another vanity as we are all where vanity. The ruler of 
the world was able to deceive people into believing that saints are chosen 
by God and they are different than the rest of humanity. May we 
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remember Moses the black, Mariam the Copt, Saul of Tarsus and Evdokia 
who were all very evil and yet reached the highest levels of holiness, 
because they all walked the way which leads any man to God no matter his 
state or condition. “Enter by the narrow gate; ……. Because narrow is the 
gate and difficult is the way which leads to life” (Matthew 7:13,14) It is 
incomparable, is the few hours of striving [during our life on earth] with the 
never-ending enjoyment with God forever and ever eternally. “For I 
consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be 
compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us” (Romans 8:18)  that is 
we will lose the glory that could be revealed in us, that is priceless, and all 
the striving is unworthy to be compared with it, if we do not walk like he 
walked Himself to teach us, and give us an example to follow. 

 The words of Paul in the bible do not say “I press on ….. [to] lay hold” 
(Philippians 3:12), but rather said that I may  instead of to. 

 For he became aware and has the vision to see to what extent is the gate 
narrow that leads to the difficult way and saying to himself “What a  
narrow gate?!” The love and attraction of money makes the gate as 
narrow as an eye of a needle is to a loaded camel, which is man born into 
slavery i.e., has complete hunger to the world and is attracted to everything 
in the world, in that sense he is represented by a loaded camel. It is the 
choice of every man to leave all things he is attracted to, which he is 
carrying with him like the loaded camel, to be able to pass through the gate 
and to walk the difficult way to reach God, or to remain in vanity and the 
hunger he was born into, and that is dependent on his appreciation of the 
value of God to himself. 

 The death of slavery to the self and complete self denial is the only way to 
return in God. That is by stopping to obey the body in anything it desires or 
craves for, and stopping to bey the self “And those who are Christ's have 
crucified the flesh with its passions and desires.” (Galatians 5:24)   

 That is a step that must be preceded by an important step without which 
no man is capable to accept not to obey himself, and that is the perfect 
complete striving to crucify the body for the spirit to be born and to 
gradually grow within. Having the spirit man will begin to walk in the truth 
and will become of the truth that his[self] is an illusion, and by the help of 
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the spirit of God he will be able to accept the will of God. Like any sensible 
man in his right mind that has cancer will accept the doctor {physician} to 
cut in his flesh and remove the cancer, and during the severe pain he will 
deny himself and accept the will of the doctor because he is mature 
enough to be fully aware of the truth that doctor wants to save him. 
When he accepts the will of the doctor he will be saved. Without this step 
no man can accept to deny himself and will like the man who made an 
opening in the ark, and the water seeped into the ark, and the water drifted 
and carried him and smashed him and his bones were broken. The target 
for him should be to block and close the opening that caused that 
destruction, but to be able to do so he needs to heal first the broken bones 
to have the ability  to stand and be able to close the opening. The self of 
the man is what made him seek to obey other entities and many gods. So, 
the death and vanish of this destruction should preoccupy everyone born in 
the body. 

 To rise from death  and to be freed from slavery, we must first to put to 
death the body by not obeying it. At which time life will start to kick in 
inside of us, and that is in the second day “After two days He will revive us” 

(Hosea 6:2) With the help of the spirit within us we will start to know God and 
we will begin to have the ability, awareness and vision that would make us 
accept [being fully convinced] that it is not wise to remain under the 
delusion of worshipping our[self] and refuse the existence in God who is 
the truth itself , and loose the continued existence in Him eternally, and 
trade the real life that is eternal for a life of vanity and unreal. We just will 
and just ask for he promised “For everyone who asks receives, and he who 
seeks finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened” (Matthew 7:8)  

 Self-denial is when man reaches the state where he does not want 
anything from this world, he just wants God only. And basically, self-
denial is that man lives according to the will of God, and would not have a 
will of his own. And self-denial is the only way to return in God and to 
settle in Him, and God would be man’s head. Self-denial is not feasible 
without the work of God’s spirit  itself that is within man that makes him 
walk in truth, and by this man will have the ability  to refuse to continue 
being enslaved to him[self] and to be convinced and accepts the truth as 
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the spirit of God made him in complete maturity  and granted him the 
complete vision so as to refuse vanity and to refuse to remain under a 
delusion. “By faith Moses, when he became of age, refused to be called 
the son of Pharaoh's daughter” (Hebrews 11:24)   

 The steps of the way that leads to life and freedom God Himself came to 
earth and lived them, and He appeared to lots of people nowadays and 
informed them 

 I am the true way … that is …  the life I lived being put to death in the 
body, fully forcing myself into fasting and prayers, not because I [the God 
the creator] needed this nor did I needed to resurrect, but all this was for 
me to teach you… I came for your salvation by teaching you how can you 
be saved and showed you the way to salvation. I came for two targets: 
first target was my death in place of those who are seeking to return in 
Me so that they can fulfill the Devine justice that requires their death for 
each sin they commit and their eternal torture. I only died in place of 
those who started to truly seek to return in Me by living the goal for 
which I created all of you. I have come to live the way that leads man to 
return in me to give you an example  and that was the first target for my 
incarnation, For, it would not have been wise at all, for Me to come to the 
earth for just several days to be crucified and dead, for it was necessary 
for Me to teach you and assert to you that I only died for those who are 
seeking to fulfill my will, and I made this clear in my words, as I said that 
my death in place of man is conditional and dependent  on that man 
dying with Me by not obeying his body in anything it desires. For this is 
the only way back in Me, as it is the only way to be freed from slavery 
that will lead for My spirit to begin to be present in man. With my spirit 
man will begin to have enough maturity, vision and ability to become fully 
aware of the truth, for him to accept My will and refuse his will and by 
this enslavement to the self will die which is the root cause of the 
destruction. And this is why I made it clear that my death and salvation 
are conditional only to those who walk the way I lived Myself and said in 
My book “Now if we died with Christ [in the likeness of his death], we 
believe that we shall also live with Him” (Romans 6:8). For man to fulfill 
God’s will he has to live according to His will, and because man has 
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become a slave under the law of his body and self, and become fully 
settled and at home in an entity that does all it wishes. And for man to 
return to Me he must strive in a specific way and walk in a specific way in 
order to be freed from that captivity, and that is what I came to show and 
teach you Myself. My practical life as a man is completely tied to my 
death as a god. For I wanted to assert that for any man to benefit from 
salvation has to himself live as I lived on earth as a man, for I am the way 
to life and I am the door  that exist any man from his death to life. I am 
the door as a man and as a god. As a man I showed you the way to 
survival and salvation, I am the survival door as a god by dying in place 
(and for) of every man that started to live like I lived and by this I will save 
him and that is why I said  "I am the door. If anyone enters by Me, he will 
be saved, and will go in and out and find pasture. " (John 10:9)   

 Whoever wants to reach me … has to walk a I walked totally, as no one 
can lay a foundation other than which is already laid by Me which is my 
life, for I only am the way that is my life as a man is the only way to 
salvation, survival and life. 

 Don’t forget something very important which is that salvation did not 
require that I would live 30 years in complete striving in fasting and 
prayer. Especially it is written about me when I was a boy that I grew and 
became strong in spirit and this totally against salvation that requires a 
completely perfect man and fully filled with the spirit so that his salvation 
suffice all of humanity of all times. So, where is the sense in Me being 
born as a child not filled in the spirit and gradually be filled by striving in 
fasting and prayers, why go through all this? If my incarnation was solely 
for salvation then what is the purpose of my first 30 years life on earth? I 
have mentioned the true reason and purpose when I said that I was put to 
death in the body in my life on earth to give you an example so as follow 
my footsteps. Where are my words in your practical life? Are you really 
walking the way I walked as I was giving you a practical and live example? 
How is it your eyes doesn’t see to that extent? And how did man became 
foolish to that extent???!!     

 To whom was I praying and to whom was I fasting? And If you do not 
follow suit what then is the use of my incarnation? Do you really think 
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that without dying with me you will resurrect and live? I am like the living 
water that went down on earth, to teach the seed how to live, that if it 
does like I did and to be buried in the ground only in that time I will begin 
to revive it. How do you not understand that? The seed that is not buried 
will not benefit from My death and burial, Have I not said that already to 
you? or you have eyes and you don’t see to that extent? How is it that 
you don’t understand that if you continue to obey your body in any thing 
it desires you are still slaves to it. And so, you have not started the way 
yet , because you have not entered through the gate as you have not 
walked as I walked [and taught you myself] and as a result I with my spirit 
have not began to be born and dwell within you yet, for you are still 
worshipping other gods by your obedience to them, and so you will not 
see the truth, and so you will not accept my will. You will continue to 
complain about any cross that I allow for you and by this you refuse my 
will, and complain about any hardship and you will continue being slaves  
to your[selves] , and so, the authority of the self will not die, meaning the 
root cause of destruction remains, and for the man that unwisely made an 
opening in his ark, the water will continue seeping in and the destruction 
increases daily. For how long more, will you not understand my words? 
You do not understand the case, the life story nor the disease you were 
born with? And for this you don’t understand the cure and the story of 
your salvation, and thus you will remain sick.      

 The way back to God and the way to perfection and the way to make man 
live the goal that God created him for so as to guarantee to enjoy God 
forever, must be completed in steps. Man is born as an organ settled and at 
home in a body with a mind that controls that body as it wishes. That is the 
reason for his unlimited complete hunger, for he was not filled by God, and 
his mind and heart were created by God as gaps that are unlimited in 
capacity to occupy God the unlimited, and because he was not filled with 
God, as he did not want, he started to obey his own will, and for this 
ruination began. Obedience of man to him[self] made him a slave to 
him[self], and thus worshipping other gods. There is a way for man to be 
cured and return back to the image of Adam and the steps of that way are: 
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 First day  man has to want to go back to God and accept the truth. “The 
earth was without form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the 
deep.” (Genesis 1:2) and this is the state of all who were born in the body. But 
God is seeking every day and saying “Let there be light” (Genesis 1:3) and is 
also written “For it is the God who commanded light to shine out of 
darkness, who has shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of 
the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ” (2Corinthians 4:6) and whoever 
wants will ask from God and that will serve as if man opened the door of his 
home and light went in, that is why it is written “and there was light.” 

(Genesis 1:3) and that is the opening of the mind that God does with everyone 
who wants “And they shall all be taught by God” (John 6:45) As God led and 
drove Saul of Tarsus, Moses the black and Mariam the Copt. 

 Second day  is the striving of man who became aware of the way, and 
aware that he has to refrain from worshipping his body. He also became 
aware with the spirit of God that God himself came and lived the way and 
that He is the Good Shepheard and whoever wants to enter the pasture 
has to follow the Shepheard. And when man begins to crucify his body with 
the desires and lusts and discipline his body and bring it into subjection and 
begins to die in the likeness of the death of Christ, as Christ Himself taught 
us. Firstly , the body of sin will be done away with, that is the strength and 
power of slavery to the body will deteriorate. Secondly , the spirit of God 
will begin to be born and become present and dwell in him, and will 
gradually grow. With the spirit of God in him he will know how he was in 
vanity before and that the root cause of ruination was the obedience of 
man to his will which makes him obey and worship his body and obey and 
worship people and worship the ruler of this world. After the spirit of God 
started to grow in him and he started to mature spiritually.      

 Third day  is man accepting any cross or hardship from God, as God Himself 
taught us after striving for thirty years he as a man said “For I am ready to 
fall, And my sorrow is continually before me” (Psalms 38:17) These are the 
words that would be uttered by someone who became fully aware of the 
matter and case and fully aware of the root cause of the disease and how it 
all happened, and is aware of the cure which is the way that is the practical 
life of Christ. He also became aware of why Christ as a man accepted all the 
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insults and humiliation, the slapping, being undressed and spit on, which 
was unrelated to salvation. And why while he was a boy he was growing 
and becoming strong in the spirit and striving in prayer. All of which had 
nothing to do with salvation, and so he learnt that God came to teach us 
the way  of how to be rescued and freed. And became also aware that the 
way is completed in consecutive steps, and that the whole way is two 
stages. The first stage man becomes cured and free form slavery, and that 
is the birth of water and that is to live sinless, that is when the root cause of 
the disease dies, when man refrains from obeying his will and denying 
him[self] and this is the following step to being filled with the spirit of God. 
So, this is the second step in the second day in the first stage of the way. 
And this filling of the spirit took place by man’s striving in crucifying his 
body for some time. This all happened after man passing the first step 
which is his will and opening the door of his heart, and so God entered with 
His light and illuminated the way for him and made him see because He 
illuminated the darkness of his heart. And he saw the way he walked in it 
like the wise me have, and they came to where the child was with his 
mother, which means they found God like who have found a gold mine, 
that is to say found the source of the riches to ensure he would be rich 
forever. And by this man knew and became aware of all the way that leads 
him to become in an image which God created us to become in which is 
the image of God Himself and is the measure of the stature of the fullness 
of Christ which is the image of Christ when was in the body on earth, in 
other words the image of God when He incarnated and became like a man 
on earth having the image of God and having his same traits. God Himself 
came to show and teach us how to become in that image while we are in 
this weak human body, and this is why he likened us in everything to prove 
to us that is possible for us with that weakness and limitation become an 
image of God like Christ or else God had lied when he commanded us to 
be perfect and to be fully filled by Him to the fullness of God           

 So, the way to perfection for those born settled in the body is: 
1. For man to have the genuine will, and so God opens his mind as what 

happened in the first day and there would be light for him. 
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2. Man starts to fast a real fast in the way that all saints have lived, and 
by this the spirit of God begins to be present in him and day by day 
the body of sin will be done away with, the power and extent of 
slavery will gradually decline. Man will begin to mature and become 
aware and starts to feel God with the spirit of God that started to 
grow within him. Every day man crucifies his body and partakes 
communion he unites with the crucified body of Christ and Christ will 
die for him {in his place} as he and Christ became one body and is as 
if he himself died. With this plan his sins are transferred to Christ, for 
God is just and his justice is complete [perfect] so it was not possible 
for God to die for a man that still worships his body and self, and he 
could not have left man to die. So he devised that way that would 
incorporate both his love, mercy and justice so he incarnated and 
became like man and died so that whoever wants to be freed from 
his slavery and settle in God and started to crucify his body, that is he 
stopped worshipping the god he was worshipping since birth to 
manifest to God the honesty of his will. The unity of his crucified 
body with the crucified body of Christ serves the purpose of man 
dying himself and that fulfills the Devine justice. When man crucifies 
his body and unites with the body of Christ as one body when Christ 
dies is as if man [whose body is become part of Christ’s] died himself 
and so will serve as if man has died for his sins and he will fulfill the 
Devine justice. And man will gradually become fully aware that the 
root cause of the disease is enslavement to him[self]. 

3. When God allows for him to go through hardship he would not 
complain or utter a word but humiliate himself and shuts his mouth. 
And by this slavery to the self dies. For it is by obeying man him[self] 
he becomes a slave to him[self] it is also by stopping man to obey his 
own will the root cause of the disease dies and nullifies its authority, 
captivity and control. Day by day as what happened in the third day 
“Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one 
place, and let the dry land appear"; and it was so” (Genesis 1:9) “and 
gather His wheat into the barn” (Matthew 3:12) It is the spirit of God 
that came out from Him to dwell in man after authority of the body 
and self left that man. It is the two choice kids of the goats Rebekah 
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slaughtered (Genesis 27:9) Man can be freed from the authority and 
rule and control of his body “having died to what we were held by” 
(Romans 7:6) “that the body of sin might be done away with” (Romans 6:6) 
For he has died in the likeness of the death of Christ for a long time 
and his old man was crucified with Christ for this the body of sin is 
done away with, that is to say the effect, authority, captivity and 
control of the body and self [died] are done away with and man will 
no longer be enslaved to them, and by this he can begin to become 
an organ in God and that is when man resurrects with Christ on the 
third day as Christ resurrected and as the plants came out on the 
third day and God saw that it was good (Genesis 1:10,12) At this stage 
Man have become born from water and can walk in the spirit, and 
God can become the satiety of his mind, heart and body, and this is 
the point at which the saints fled when they no longer became 
enslaved to their passions and their bodies at which point they where 
capable to escape and leave behind their families and their 
mansions, and all the world. It would have been impossible for saints 
who were young teens like Ilaria, Domadius and Maximus to escape 
to the desert and stay in dens and caves of the earth unless what 
they have been held to completely died. And they have found way 
much more satiety than that they could ever get from the world or 
else they would not have escaped the world. Unless the whole world 
became like garbage {trash} to them and realized that all they had 
either human passion or self or all the tangible things they can see 
is like the jewelry box and that God is examining them with it. And 
they became aware that the whole world is a mirage and is like 
grasping of the wind. And they refused to leave the enjoyment of 
God for the sake of a mirage, a delusion and a dream and so they 
became the wisest of all wise people. If it were not for the light, no 
man in the dark desert would have made one step, meaning if it were 
not for the work of God in man, he would not have accepted to resist 
his nature “No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent Me 
draws him” (John 6:44)       

 Perfection is presented to every man, which is the perfect enjoyment of 
God and the to be perfectly filled of Him, and that is through hard and 
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complete striving to the extent of bloodshed, for the sake of eternal life. 
Everyone has the choice: either to remain worshiping a delusion and some 
vanity and an unreal god for a few seconds and then will have to stand in 
front of God and find that he has lost everything, or to begin to ask to 
return in God at which time God will teach him everything. “let him who 
hears say, "Come!" And let him who thirsts come. Whoever desires, let him 
take the water of life freely” (Revelation 22:17)  “He who has ears to hear, let 
him hear!” (Matthew 11:15) 

 The conditions set by God was clear for all who want to return in God, and 
live the goal God created him for “If anyone desires to come after Me, let 
him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow Me” (Luke 9:23) 
Many people did not understand that condition as they did not understand 
the root cause and origin of the disease and the whole matter is not clear 
for them, and because they did not ask they did not open their door for 
God and so the light did not go into their lives. And so they did not see the 
real way and so they did not reach perfection and many people did not 
reach any form or shape or image of holiness or any level of filling of the 
spirit of God and the clear proof is that we do not see any of the fruits of 
the spirit. God is a spirit and if he is dwelling in people, we would have seen 
them illuminated by the light of Christ and would have become salvation to 
all people in the world. First of the Fruits of the spirit is love , so as a result 
of being filled by the spirit of God a person is dyed [baptized] by the image 
of God and nature which is real love, which bears everything and is patient 
with all things as he told us “fulfill my joy by being like-minded, having the 
same love, being of one accord, of one mind” (Philippians 2:2)  Man should 
not aim at what he wants but rather what his brother {neighbor} wants, 
and this is an image of a man who have become a nobody {nothing} which 
is the portrayal of self-denial, which Christ demonstrated to us  when he 
was on earth giving us a live practical example to a role model man seeking 
perfection and seeking to live the life that God created us all for which is 
the way that all of us who want the truth should walk to return in God. For 
this, Christ lived a life being put to death in the body  {flesh}, and accepted 
all insults and contempt that were allowed for him to experience by God, to 
show us that by this we are saved, and that is part of God’s prepared plan 
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of salvation for us and that when he allows any hardship or disdain to inflict 
us and we refuse our own will that way the authority and enslavement of 
the self will die as it is all part of the salvation plan. Each soul must be led 
as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before its shearers and be 
silent, humiliated and does not open his mouth, God taught us that by this 
man is freed from self salvation, but this plan only works after man for a 
while was being filled by the spirit by continually crucifying his body. 

 When God’ spirit is born in man will enable him to feel God and know Him 
 God’s spirit makes man mature spiritually, and gives complete 

understanding about the disease and complete vision of the way which is 
the cure that everyone needs. 

 The spirit of God makes man accept to begin to crucify his body and bring 
it to subjection, and force him self and strive in prayer and fasting and to 
walk the way. 

 The spirit of God supports man and enable him to endure all pain, as he 
gives him the certainty that by this he is saved. 

 The spirit of God is God by which we can do everything 

 All man’s body with all its senses and it mind and heart all what he has as 
riches and his environment and circumstances are all given to him by God 
so as to test man with. Like the jewelry box that the king gave to his people 
to test who really loves him and will accept to leave and give back this box, 
and any case the king will take back. Similarly, God Gave man everything in 
his life on earth including the events and circumstances to accomplish a 
wise plan to test and examine him. Will he accept to leave everything for 
the sake of God or not? He gave him the sense of taste that allows the body 
to enjoy a delicious meal, and will see if he is willing to sacrifice the 
enjoyment of the body he finds with delicious food or not. For obeying the 
body in anything is worshipping it “you are that one's slaves whom you 
obey” (Romans 6:16) God had to do these things or how else would he have 
tested man. That is to see what man will leave and forsake for God. Like the 
king who gave his people a jewelry box and later said whoever wants to 
become a prince [king’s son] and inherits the kingdom, must return the 
jewelry box with his free will and each one has the choice either he wants 
the king so has to leave the jewelry box to manifest the honesty of his will, 
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and it is as if he sacrificed something valuable [precious jewelry] although 
this jewelry box is not his and will be taken from him in any case. God gave 
people to become great kings in this vanity world, there were kings who 
woke up to the truth, that all what they have of money, their senses their 
human passion and everything are all a grant from God just to test them 
with it. And things will vanish once the opportunity of their presence in 
this life ends, which is like wind blowing, and like a man on a train travelling 
to the city where the king is in a short while. Saints have awakened to this 
truth that they were nothingness and God gave them the gift of existence 
and being present in this world just for the sake to become organs in him, 
and that the period of presence on earth is like only few seconds, during 
which they are deciding on an eternal destiny never ending in which they 
can enjoy God to the utmost eternally. So, God must test every soul by 
putting the soul in a body which if not filled by God will be in unlimited 
hunger, and created things in the world that the body can enjoy and find 
pleasure in them, even those wanting to go to God will find a power of 
attraction towards these things from his body. And the body is in huge 
hunger to the world and the things of the world. Man is a body, heart and 
mind and each has different things that satiate it. The sense of taste in the 
body is attracted to delicious food and man should understand did not 
create these items for us to make our bodies enjoy, neither did he create 
the sense of touch for man to make the body find pleasure in it, and find 
satiety through another entity. God is expecting us to bring our bodies into 
subjection, and crucify it, and strive against the attraction of these things. 
And the wisdom of God made things that way so that when we leave these 
things as if we are sacrificing great or valuable things for God. And also, to 
manifest the honesty of our will by sacrificing those things, and that we 
strived hard to do so, and this is what all saints have went through. Because 
they were aware of the reality of the matter and that all is vanity and is as 
grasping of the wind. How could they ever trade the eternal never ending 
presence with God, for a day’s enjoyment or pleasure of something that 
will vanish? The truth is it is not enjoyment, it is only people who have not 
yet tasted God’s enjoyment that would call the earthy body enjoyment as 
enjoyment, for it is not, it is actually death and destruction. Same goes for 
the hunger of the heart that is not filled yet by God. The heart will be with 
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its human nature attracted to another person, and that attraction will be 
sever, as long as the heart is not filled by the spirit of God it is hungry and 
will remain so even if man starts to connect to God and walk the way but as 
long as he still did not get enough satiety from God he will find that the 
struggle is still there. The struggle to push back the attraction from food, 
human passion, glory, money, people’s opinion of him, his reputation and 
his dignity that also satiates the empty hungry mind. Who walks in truth 
and asked God to return in Him, God will open his mind to the truth which 
is that our life in this world will pass as vapor and it is just a period of choice 
and test. God gave to some people to be rich and in authority like the saints 
who were kings [God foreknew that they will seek him] when they wanted 
God and started to seek him, they found the attraction of the world and all 
what is in the world increasing severely so that when they struggle and win 
and leave all it would be counted for them as if they sacrificed something 
precious for the sake of God. Because they walked in truth, they became 
aware of the reality, that all what man has is a grant from God according to 
a precise plan devised wisely by God the all wise, by which to test man and 
also to glorify him when he resists all the attractions of the world. Due to 
the spiritual maturity, they acquired, they became aware that their life on 
earth is going to pass as quick as vapor appears and disappears and it can 
vanish any minute, and that the whole world is vanity and will vanish. How 
could people prefer to walk after a mirage over eternal presence with 
God??! How do they forsake the eternal presence with God for things that 
will vanish today??! Where is their mind and are they making any sense? 
With that wisdom and that truth, they walked in truth and refused vanity. 
For who is still in the body is still under delusion and vanity, still believes 
that his body and mind and his existence is real, and that they belong to 
him. Same as Adam did, he refused to walk in truth, for he thought he can 
live independent from God. Although if he had thought deeper with some 
wisdom and truth for a few moments, he would have come to realize that 
his life could have ended while he was thinking, and would have realized 
that the life he is living and his existence is a grant from God only for him to 
live for God and to become an organ in Him, so as to only enjoy Him. For 
this we were commanded “while we do not look at the things which are 
seen, but at the things which are not seen. For the things which are seen 
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are temporary, but the things which are not seen are eternal.” (2Corinthians 

4:18) We need to concentrate on the things that are not seen which are real 
and will last eternally, and completely disregard the things that are seen as 
they will vanish and are temporary for God to test us with. We all need to 
be awakened to this reality, that God must give man the complete freedom 
of choice, by the end of man’s life on earth which is his only opportunity 
granted by God to see who will want to live for him and live the goal He 
created them for. After that opportunity everything would be done . Man 
will leave that world with all what is in it, whether he liked or not. And 
maybe he leaves now and discover that he was running after a mirage and 
a delusion and vanity and he himself is vanity and not real, and the whole 
matter is like the analogy of the jewelry box, and that he was given the 
jewelry box and accepted it, and was deceived into thinking it is his, and did 
not figure out that it was given to him so that he may be tested with it. He 
will discover that his body, heart and mind or the existence he was in was 
not his but that it is mammon {wealth or possession} that he has used for 
his own interest and [self] and thus it is unrighteous mammon. He should 
have learnt that truth from seeing other people die especially the ones he 
knows. That should have awakened him to the reality that all what is 
happening in this world is just like a dream that will pass so quick. And if he 
had asked God, He would have opened his mind to the fact that his 
presence in this world is not for this world, for God said “you are not of the 
world” (John 15:19) and would become aware that God brought us onto earth 
but not for the earth as it is written “For here we have no continuing city, 
but we seek the one to come.” (Hebrews 13:14) There is only one purpose 
from our presence in this life, and that is to live the goal for which we were 
created, which is life as it will be in heaven, and it is to live for God only.  

 Now we are born in the body enslaved to our body and self, and the temple 
of God is so soiled because of our slavery to our body and self that makes 
us commit sin all the time and force us to do evil, which even if we knew 
that it angers God and we don’t want to do it, but the law of the body and 
its nature that have become like a god that enslaves us and is waring with 
our mind’s law [the true nature of our will to return to God and not to 
anger Him] to force us to do the evil we have come to hate, as we have 
realized it separates us from God. Adam’s nature has changed drastically 
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when he obeyed him[self] and Eve and his body and became enslaved to 
these entities. But if we ask God, He will open our minds and show us how 
to free ourselves from slavery. What Adam did might to some seem as 
trivial not a big deal, but God showed us that this trivial action was the 
cause for sin to penetrate the whole world. And with the sin entered 
death, and this is how death conquered all people so that we may be aware 
that without loving God and without connecting to Him we become 
enormously hungry and to battle that hunger we end up fulfilling our own 
will and that is the beginning of the fall of man, which is the beginning of 
the destruction and death that is in the human race.  He obeyed him[self] 
and so became a slave to him[self] for his mind became full of his own will. 
For God devised man to become a slave to the entity he obeys . When 
Adam’s heart was filled with Eve he became a slave to her, and when he 
obeyed his body even with a trivial thing [in the least matter] he became a 
slave to his body, but this slavery become bitter because he fully settled 
[became at home] in his body, for man was created with the nature of an 
organ that needs an entity to settle in, and he settles in just by obeying that 
entity. That entity becomes the god and head that moves the organ [man] 
and make him do what he does not want to do, and also makes him does 
not know or understand what he is doing. If Adam from the beginning 
obeyed God, God would have been the entity for this organ [Adam] to 
settle in, and God would have become the source of life and the head that 
moves him. But Adam had become a slave to many gods which are his 
body, self, people and the ruler of the world and that is because Adam 
obeyed all of them. Man has gods which by nature are not gods as it is 
written (Galatians 4:8) and for this Adam sin is a group of sins, for he became 
enslaved in bitter slavery and also enslaved God with him, for the temple of 
the spirit of God in man and God are one thing, an indivisible entity, and 
this how great the sin of Adam is. Adam did not ask for forgiveness, but 
even if he did, the matter became far more complex the mercy of God will 
not cure nor cause Adam’s salvation  

• Firstly, because the temple of the spirit of God is actually soiled, the 
will of Adam and Eve and his body craving went in. So, Adam has to 
cleanse and purify it.  
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• Secondly, the wages of Adam sin is death according to Devine justice, 
and so he has to physically die, and after his enslavement he sinned a 
lot, and should die for every sin, and after. Neither the justice nor the 
mercy of God can be omitted 

• Thirdly, Adam became a slave and his nature was completely altered, 
as he became an organ in an entity that enslaved him and he became 
completely captivated “For we know that the law is spiritual, but I am 
carnal, sold under sin. O wretched man that I am! Who will deliver 
me from this body of death?” (Romans 7:14,15,24) Adam must do a lot of 
things to be freed from this bitter slavery. He has to go through the 
narrow gate and walk the long and difficult way during which he is 
crucifying his body [not obeying its desires] for a long enough time 
for the body of sin would be done away with by the death of the 
slavery he is under as well as the law of the body and its authority 
and control that captivated him. As it was by obeying the body man 
became enslaved to it, it is then by the stoppage of obeying the 
body in its desires and cravings and lusts that man is freed from this 
slavery. This is the summary of the way and the whole holy book. For 
God was diligently seeking that man would become aware and find 
the way that will lead him back to his initial image that God created 
man in. When he became enslaved, he is doing evil all the time, so he 
needs to be freed from that bitter slavery.       

• Fourthly, It will not be fare and Just from God to forgive him in the 
state he have become in, as that would mean that God would omit 
his justice and in that case God cannot be perfect. His completeness 
and perfection are that He is perfectly merciful, wise and Just all 
equally and completely at all times. This is his nature and by 
canceling justice is against his nature and it is impossible to change 
his nature or else He would not be God.    

 A head of a family murdered and stole and was arrested, convicted and 
sentenced to several years in prison. By his act he made a whole family 
homeless and displaced, he is an attached part of this family and not a 
separate entity. And the fact that, he is connected and attached to that 
family, made that family homeless, lost, suffering and in hunger, for a part 
of that family is enslaved. If the head of the family regretted, cried and 
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asked for mercy and forgiveness from his wife, and if his wife was the 
holiest women that was not angry with him for, she truly and fully loves 
him, what is the use of her love to him? Yes, she forgave him but there is 
justice and a sentence that must be imposed, and actually physically the 
family became homeless. Love is still there intact unaffected but love will 
not work things out. If you really regretted show the sincerity of it and the 
honesty of your repentance by first freeing yourself from slavery, then 
work hard to fix and make up for what you destroyed and spoiled. And if 
he cried to the judge and jury and said is there no compassion nor mercy 
nor sympathy they will answer that they are completely humane but they 
also have to be just, or do you need to cancel justice altogether, in which 
case there would be no government. Justice is part of the governance and 
with out justice there is no standing government, if justice is canceled the 
government will also be canceled. You need to accept your sentence for the 
good of the government and the country {homeland} you are part of, and 
so that you never repeat what you did, and be cautious for the rest of your 
life, and also so as not make it permissible for someone else to do what you 
did. If there where no justice every man will do what he wishes, imagine 
the state of the community that way. You actually committed murder and 
did steal and you can not be equated with people who have not done any 
of this evil, and you made the family of the victim homeless aside from your 
own family. Your punishment is minuscule compared to your deed; can you 
possibly make up for the dead man? can you bring him back to life? 

 Adam did worse and by far a lot more than that man, for he disdained God 
and stole his right and soiled His temple and used it as if it is his own, and 
forced God to be jointly enslaved with him [like the man who made his 
family homeless] and also again forced God to be jointly enslaved with him 
[like the family of the victim of that guilty man]. The Devine justice 
necessitates the death of Adam not only once but for every sin he 
committed. There was no solution or work around but for God Himself to 
come and incarnate into a man, to first teach us the way to freedom from 
slavery that makes us sin all the time, that is to say how to kill and get rid of 
the origin [root cause] of the disease, which is the slavery that was caused 
by the hunger due to the empty gaps that where not filled by God. A 
hunger such that if man takes in the whole world will not suffice and will 
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not fully satiate him, for God created man in such a way that he would not 
full satiety except in Him the unlimited.    

 When Adam was enslaved to his body, the body with all its senses became 
in unlimited hunger and that is why whatever Adam desired was against 
God. Whoever wants to return in God has to first be freed from his slavery. 
Freedom from slavery and resurrection from that death begins when man 
takes first step in the first stage of the way which is stoppage of obeying 
the body in anything it craves, lusts, or desires for this it is written “And 
those who are Christ's have crucified the flesh with its passions and 
desires” (Galatians 5:24) While man is enslaved to his body, he is all the time 
under its authority and captivity and thus his nature became as such that 
evil is present with him. For this if he obeys his body’s desires, justice 
necessitates his death. And to solve this dilemma God came Himself and 
taught us the way to freedom as he lived a life of being continuously being 
put to death in the body and also self denial to be freed from the 
enslavement to the self, and that by complete submission to God’s will and 
accepting any cross, hardship and contempt and denying one’s own will. 
And by this the authority and rule of the self will die. Christ showed us that 
he accepted slapping on the face, disdain, being spit on, and being naked in 
front of the masses with no reaction, all that to show us how to be freed 
from slavery and pass the first stage which is birth of water and returning 
to the image of Adam at the time of his creation. Then he taught us how to 
continue on to reach the complete fullness of God and to become 
according to the will of God. And while Christ was teaching us the way to 
the death of the authority of the body and self all the way to the death on 
the cross. Christ is God and also the image of the ideal man he came to 
teach us to become. As a man he taught us how to be freed from our 
slavery which is the origin of the disease [root cause] by continuous fasting 
and continuous prayer, and because the divine rule says “you are that one's 
slaves whom you obey” (Romans 6:16) he came to show us Himself the steps 
of the way [which are another the Devine rule] to be freed from slavery as 
He is the way the truth and the life. When man knows the way and the 
truth that God showed us [by living it Himself], and walks as He walked he 
will be freed “And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you 
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free” (John 8:32) There is no other way but to the way He taught us which is 
to walk the three days [steps] to die with Him in the likeness of His death so 
as to be resurrected also with Him on the third day after having denied our 
body all what it desires. 

 As for the sins man committed before beginning the way and even the ones 
during walking the way [as man will continue to sin all through the first 
stage] By uniting man’s crucified body with the crucified body of Christ man 
sins are transferred to Christ body and this also serves as if man died 
himself by being crucified with Him and dying in the likeness of His death 
and so the Devine justice is fulfilled. Christ who was in the body as a man 
lived as the role model man who is seeking to be freed from His old man 
and seeking perfection He showed us while on the cross that he united his 
crucified body as a man with His Devine nature as He is also God and that 
way he taught us the way to transfer our sins to God by uniting with Him 
[he did not have any sins He bore our sins] He was playing the role of a 
sinful man while He was God Himself and was the first to complete the 
condition of unity with the body to teach us and He also taught us the way 
to resurrection as he was buried and then resurrected and has become the 
first fruits of those who have fallen asleep. If he was just a man, he would 
not rise from death, but He did to prove to us that He is God and that he 
was teaching us the way. 

 When he was buried and risen, he was still playing the role of man that 
wants to become an organ in God. And at that point that role is done as he 
does not need to show us beyond that stage. As when man becomes in God 
and an organ in Him, God at this point forward will drive him Himself and 
pass with him the fourth fifth and sixth day, and so there is no need for 
Christ to teach us any of this while he was on earth all he needed is for us 
to reach the end of day three and resurrect, and by that we would have 
passed the first stage which is the birth of water. He showed us that by 
death with the crucified God in the likeness of His death is the only way to 
resurrection from the death we are in. 

 While teaching us the way to freedom, and as He is a man, He is also God 
and so by dying He can salvage all who died before He came to earth and 
those who will come after. But God the incarnate (Jesus Christ) showed us 
that the condition for resurrection is to completely and fully submit to God, 
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having prepared Himself for long years in fasting and prayer and building up 
the faith by which he was able to accept anything without complaining 
even unjustly crucified. So, we have to have full perfect faith in God the 
pantocrator (almighty and all-powerful ruler of the universe) who is in full 
control over all the universe, and that nothing can happen without his 
permission “He does according to His will in the army of heaven And among 
the inhabitants of the earth. No one can restrain His hand or say to Him, 
"What have You done?"” (Daniel 4:35) And he taught us being a man he 
accepted the will of God with no arguing or questions but with full faith, 
that was as a result of knowing God closely for a long time. Faith is to trust 
and be certain of things hoped for, and a man will only fully trust another 
man after he have known him well for long years. For this man can submit 
complete submission when he has strived in the way, and the authority 
and rule of the [self] died as he accepted God’s will and denied him[self] as 
he accepted the worst of conditions and pains even crucifixion all by full 
perfect faith  that made him no longer in enmity with God by disobedience 
to the body in any of its desires, as being mindful and caring about the body 
and obeying it is the culprit “the carnal mind is enmity against God” (Romans 
8:7)  

 When Christ was crucified as a man, he was teaching us the way to become 
perfect. He was himself God so he united with God in complete unity. And 
by that unity he was saved as he was playing the role of a man seeking to 
be freed and to resurrect. In a practical and live way, he taught us the way 
to resurrection and whoever wants to resurrect with Christ he has to be 
crucified with Him. Firstly, he would start by crucifying his body, like all the 
saints have done. By this he would manifest the honesty of his will to be for 
God, for he cannot worship God while still worshipping his body, as obeying 
the body in the least of things that he desires is worshipping the body “you 
are that one's slaves whom you obey” (Romans 6:16) Secondly, while 
crucifying his body partaking the body of Christ which is uniting his own 
crucified body with the crucified body of Christ, and so while Christ is dead 
is as if he is also dead. (1) crucifying his body (2) uniting his crucified body 
with the crucified body of Christ. Together serves as if he himself died and 
thus fulfills the Devine justice. His sins will be transferred to Christ on going, 
and so gradually he is being cleansed and purified and starts to be born of 
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water and thus freed from his slavery to his body “For if we have been 
united together in the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the 
likeness of His resurrection, knowing this, that our old man was crucified 
with Him, that the body of sin might be done away with, that we should no 
longer be slaves of sin. For he who has died has been freed from sin. Now if 
we died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with Him” (Romans 6:5-

8) Day by day he will be completely born of water that is the first baptism, 
that is to return to the image of Adam at the time of his creation a free and 
pure vessel ready to be filled from the spirit of God. 

 Christ was both man [to teach us the way by example] and God at the same 
time all the time. So we only need to learn from him when he was playing 
the role of the man, but not when He was reminding us that He is God and 
doing Devine things like when said “I am the good shepherd” (John 10:11) “I 
am the bread of life” (John 6:48) He was talking as God and intentionally to 
assert to us that he is God teaching us the only right way. He wanted to be 
sure that we would mistake him for being another human prophet or 
messenger and that is why He repeatedly spoke as God. He also at the 
same time, wanted to assure us that he took our exact same weak nature, 
and was praying every day and continuously fasting, and was put to death 
in the body to be the role model and example to follow. On the cross He 
was teaching us to do like he did and unit our crucified bodies with that of 
God. Crucifying our body with Christ is the condition for our sins to be 
transferred to the dead body of Christ. He went through all pain, disdain, 
torture, crucifixion and death to teach us the way to be perfect. Whoever 
wants to reach to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, has to 
walk as he walked and follow his footsteps as He gave us the example. 
Everyone is free to choose what he wants and what to do but those who 
will choose to return in God have the right way illustrated and clear for 
them and all they have to do is walk as Christ walked. 
 
 

You can contact us for more messages from the man who experienced the 
rapture and the miracle 
Way2truelife@gmail.com                                                                           
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